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We study holomorphically induced representations r of Lie groups G=exp g
from weak polarizations h at f ¥ g*. When G is a connected and simply connected
Lie group whose Lie algebra is a normal j-algebra, we obtain a sufficient condition
for non-vanishing of r and the decomposition of r into irreducible representations
under the assumption that the coadjoint G-orbit G·f is open and h is a positive
weak polarization at f. © 2001 Elsevier Science
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INTRODUCTION
Let g be a real Lie algebra, f ¥ g* a real linear form. Extend f by
complex linearity to gC, the complexification of g. A complex Lie subalgebra
h of gC is called a weak polarization at f if the condition (0.1) is satisfied:
f([X, h])={0} if and only if X ¥ h, for X ¥ gC. (0.1)
A weak polarization h is called a polarization if h additionally satisfies the
following:
h+h¯ is a Lie subalgebra of gC. (0.2)
Let h be a weak polarization at f. h is said to be positive at f if
`−1 f([X, X¯]) \ 0 for all X ¥ h. (0.3)
Remark that (0.3) and (0.3Œ) below are equivalent because of the assump-
tion of weak polarization.
`−1 f([X, X¯]) > 0 for all X ¥ h0dC(d=h 5 g), (0.3Œ)
i.e., the sesquilinear form Bf on h defined by Bf(X, Y)=`−1 f([X, Y¯])
induces a positive definite hermitian form on h/dC.
Let G be an exponential group with Lie algebra g. We are concerned
with holomorphically induced representations of G from weak polariza-
tions h at f, which do not necessarily satisfy the condition (0.2).
Let f ¥ g*, and h … gC be a Lie subalgebra satisfying f([h, h])={0}.
Let d=h 5 g, D=exp d, and qf be the unitary character of D defined
by qf(exp X)=e`−1 f(X) for X ¥ d. We denote the modular functions of
D, G by DD, DG, respectively, and DD, G(y)=DD(y)/DG(y) for y ¥ D. Let
mG, D be a G-invariant positive linear form on the space KDD, G of con-
tinuous functions k on G compactly supported modulo D such that
k(gy)=DD, G(y) k(g) for all y ¥ D and g ¥ G (see [2, Chap. V]). Denote
>G/D kdmG, D=mG, D(k).
Letting E=(h+h¯) 5 g, take a linear form d ¥ E* such that
d(X)=3 12 tr adg/d(X) if X ¥ d
0 if X ¥ E 5 n, (0.4)
where n is the nilradical of g, and extend d to EC by linearity. Starting from
a triple (h, f, d), we define a holomorphically induced representation
r=r(h, f, d) as follows: Let H(h, f, d) be the completion of the space of
C. functions f on G such that
(i) f(xy)=DD, G(y)1/2 qf(y)−1 f(x) for all x ¥ G and y ¥ D,
(ii) ||f||2G/D=>G/D |f|2 dmG, D <.,
(iii) R(X) f=(−`−1 f(X)+d(X)) f for all X ¥ h,
as a Hilbert space with the inner product Of1 , f2P=>G/D f1f2 dmD, G for
such functions f1, f2. Here R(X) denotes the action of X on C.(G)
defined by
R(X) f(g)=
d
dt
f(g exp(tX))|t=0 , X ¥ g,
which is extended to gC by complex linearity. Remark that (i) is compatible
with (iii) because of d. The holomorphically induced representation r
acts on H(h, f, d) by left translation: r(x) f(g)=f(x−1g) for x, g ¥ G and
f ¥H(h, f, d).
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Our problems are as follows:
(1) Is the space H(h, f, d) ] {0} ?
(2) Decompose r(h, f, d) into irreducible representations of G.
When h is a polarization, many results have been known. In particular,
when h is totally complex, that is, h+h¯=gC, the holomorphically induced
representations are customarily defined by taking d=0. It is known that
H(h, f, 0) ] {0} implies that h is positive at f (see [14, Theorem 2.8]), but
positivity is not sufficient for H(h, f, 0) ] {0}. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for non-vanishing are studied by Rossi and Vergne [15],
Fujiwara [5], Zaicev [17] with detailed structure of g and h. More
generally, supposing that h is a positive polarization, we can take
d=12 tr adg/E since [d, E] … d (see [1, Theorem (I.4.10); 4, Lemma 1]), and
this gives the usual definition of the holomorphic induction. When
H(h, f, 12 tr adg/E) is non-zero, the representation r(h, f,
1
2 tr adg/E) is
decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible representations of G, and the
multiplicities are described in terms of the orbit method [5, Theorem 8],
which is a generalization of the result of Vergne for real polarizations [16].
(In particular, irreducibility is described by the Pukanszky condition.) In
results of Penney [12], d is defined by d=12 tr adg/d; for any positive
polarizationh atfwhich satisfies thePukanszky condition,H(h, f, 12 tr adg/d)
is non-zero and the representation r(h, f, 12 tr adg/d) is equivalent to the
irreducible representation corresponding to the coadjoint orbit G·f of f
by the Kirillov–Bernat mapping [12, Theorem 1].
On the other hand, in recent works of Magneron [8, 9], holomorphically
induced representations of nilpotent Lie groups have been studied under
the assumption that h contains the fixed points of a complex involution of
gC. In this class of subalgebras, there actually exist those h such that h+h¯
are not subalgebras. In [8, 9], conditions of non-vanishing of the holo-
morphically induced representations defined by such h, their decomposi-
tions into direct integrals of irreducible representations, which are mul-
tiplicity-free, and associated semiinvariant vectors are described in terms of
the orbit method.
As was mentioned in [7, p. 104], it is known that if g is nilpotent, then
positive weak polarizations satisfy the condition (0.2), i.e., they are
polarizations. Thus let us remark that in the settings of [8, 9], h is not a
weak polarization (That is, f([X, h])={0} does not imply X ¥ h.) on the
assumption that h is positive and h+h¯ is not a subalgebra.
We study connected and simply connected Lie groups G=exp g of
which Lie algebras are normal j-algebras (see Definition 1.1). They are
completely solvable (non-nilpotent). We investigate holomorphically
induced representations defined by positive weak polarizations h at f ¥ g*
such that the coadjoint orbits G·f of G are open in g*. Under these
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assumptions, we obtain that there exists a non-empty set X … E* (given by
(4.6)) such that if d ¥ X, then r(f, h, d) is non-zero, and r(f, h, d) is
decomposed as follows: For a coadjoint orbit O, let m(O) be the number of
D-orbits included in O 5 (E ++f)+, where E + is the annihilator of
E in g*, and (E ++f)+={l ¥ E ++f;`−1 l([X, X¯]) \ 0, -X ¥ h}. Then
r(f, h, d) is decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible representations pO
which correspond to open coadjoint orbits O … g* by the Kirillov–Bernat
mapping, and the multiplicities of such representations are equal to m(O):
r(f, h, d)= CÀ
O: open
m(O) pO
(Theorem 4.2). Let us remark that if h is a positive polarization, then
(E ++f)+=E ++f, and the formula m(O) of the multiplicity of pO
coincides with that obtained by [5, 16]. We also note that it is similar to
the orbital description of multiplicities in [8], where they are 1 or 0.
For each pO above, which is realized on a Hilbert space Hp, we denote
the space of semi-invariant (distribution) vectors for (h, f, d) by
(H−.p )
h, f, d,
(H−.p )
h, f, d={a ¥H−.p ; p(Z¯) a=(`−1 f(Z¯)+d(Z¯)) a, -Z ¥ h},
where H−.p is the antidual of the space H
.
p of C
. vectors, and the action
of gC on H
.
p defined by p is extended to H
−.
p by duality. Then we have
that the dimension of (H−.p )
h, f, d equals to the multiplicity of pO in
r(h, f, d) (Theorem 4.2). Realizing each pO as an induced representation
indGB ql, where l ¥ O, B=exp b, b is a real polarization at l, we give a
specific description of semiinvariant vectors by (4.4). In decomposing
r(h, f, d), we define bounded intertwining operators R from Hp into
H(h, f, d) as follows. Let a ¥ (H−.p )h, f, d0{0}, and denote the generalized
matrix element of a and f ¥H.p by sf, i.e., sf(g)=Of, p(g) aP for g ¥ G.
Then sf ¥H(h, f, d) and the mapping fW sf extends to a non-zero
intertwining operator R (Theorem 4.1). This construction is an analogue of
that in the results concerning totally complex polarizations in [12]. One of
the differences coming from the assumption of weak polarizations appears
in semi-invariant vectors. When h is totally complex and positive, semi-
invariant vectors (Frobenius vectors, in the terminology of [12]) are
actually C. vectors; but in our case, they are distribution vectors which are
not elements of Hp when h is not a polarization.
In Section 1, we prepare fundamental structures of normal j-algebras,
and some properties of open orbits and weak polarizations. Section 2 is
devoted to the problem of describing upper bounds of the dimensions of
spaces of semiinvariant vectors. In Section 3, we turn our attention to
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square integrable (modulo the center) representations of nilpotent Lie
groups in order to complete our inductive arguments in Sections 2 and 4.
We are concerned with complex subalgebras h such that h+zC is a weak
polarization at an element of flat coadjoint orbits, where z stands for the
center of g, and associated semi-invariant vectors. Our main result Theorem 4.2
is proved in Section 4. Examples are also given (Examples 4.4).
1. PRELIMINARIES FOR NORMAL j-ALGEBRAS AND
WEAK POLARIZATIONS
Definition 1.1. A triple (g, J, l) is a normal j-algebra if
(1) g is a real completely solvable Lie algebra,
(2) J: gQ g is a complex structure,
(3) [JX, JY]=J[JX, Y]+J[X, JY]+[X, Y] for all X, Y ¥ g,
(4) l ¥ g* has the properties
(i) l([X, JX]) > 0 for all X ¥ g0{0},
(ii) l([JX, JY])=l([X, Y]) for all X, Y ¥ g.
This means that (Id+`−1 J) g is a totally complex, isotropic subalge-
bra of gC equipped with the symplectic form X, YQ l([X, Y]). The
following Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 describe fundamental structures of g and
open coadjoint orbits.
Theorem 1.2 (Structure theorem of Pyatetskii–Shapiro [13, Chap. 2,
Theorem 2; 15, Theorem 4.3]). Let (g, J, l) be a normal j-algebra. Let L
be the symmetric positive definite bilinear form L(X, Y)=l([X, JY]) on g,
and let a be the orthogonal complement of n=[g, g] with respect to L. Then
(1) a is an abelian subalgebra of g, and the adjoint representation of a
on n is real diagonalizable. Thus we have a decomposition of n into root
spaces,
n= C
a ¥ a*
ga,
where ga={X ¥ n; [A, X]=a(A) X for all A ¥ a}.
(2) Let {gak}, 1 [ k [ r be those root spaces for which J(gak) … a.
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Then dim gak=1 and r=dim a (r is called the rank of g), and we can order
a1 , ..., ar in an appropriate way so that all the other roots are of the form
(am+ak)/2, (am−ak)/2, 1 [ k < m [ r,
ak/2, 1 [ k [ r
(not all the possibilities need occur).
(3) Let
g0=a+ C
1 [ k < m [ r
g (am −ak)/2, g1/2= C
1 [ k [ r
gak /2,
g1= C
1 [ k [ r
gak+ C
1 [ k < m [ r
g (am+ak)/2.
Then
[gs , gt] … gs+t
with the convention that if s+t ] 0, 12 , nor 1, then gs+t={0}.
(4) We have
J 1 C
1 [ k [ r
gak 2=a,
J(g (am+ak)/2)=g (am −ak)/2, 1 [ k < m [ r,
J(gak /2)=gak /2, 1 [ k [ r.
(5) Let Uk be a non-zero element of gak such that [JUk , Uk]=Uk.
Then
al(JUk)=dl, k (Kronecker’s delta), 1 [ k, l [ r.
Throughout this section, let g be a normal j-algebra (g, J, l) of rank r,
and G be the connected and simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g.
Denote by G0 the connected subgroup whose Lie algebra is g0. Since g1 is
an ideal, G0 acts on g
g
1 by coadjoint action.
Theorem 1.3 (See [10, Lemma 1.3] for more details). (1) There are
2 r open G0-orbits in g
g
1 , and the union of all open orbits is Zariski open.
(2) Let l ¥ g*. The G-orbit G· l is open if and only if the G0-orbit G0 · l1
of the restriction l1=l|g1 to g1 is open in g
g
1 . Thus there are 2
r open G-orbits
in g*. Regarding g*=gg0 À gg1/2 À gg1 by the direct sum g=g0 À g1/2 À g1, we
have that open orbits are of the form
G· l=gg0+g
g
1/2+G0 · l1.
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Starting from the fundamental facts above, we shall look into open
orbits and weak polarizations. Using the notation in Theorem 1.2, let
g (k)0 =RJUk+C
j > k
g (aj −ak)/2, g (k)1 =RUk+C
j > k
g (aj+ak)/2,
p0=q0=g1/2+g1 , pk=C
k
j=1
g (j)0 +p0 , qk=C
r
j=k
g (j)1 , qr+1={0},
p −k=C
j > k
g (aj −ak)/2+pk−1 , q
−
k=C
j > k
g (aj+ak)/2+qk+1.
Then we have a sequence of ideals:
g=pr ‡ · · · ‡ p1 ‡ p0=q0 ‡ q1(=g1) ‡ · · · ‡ qr ‡ {0},
where q1 is an abelian ideal and p0 is at most a 2-step nilpotent ideal. In
fact, we can immediately find the following facts by Theorem 1.2 and the
definitions.
Lemma 1.4. (1) dim g (k)0 =dim g
(k)
1 for 1 [ k [ r.
(2) [g (k)0 , g
(m)
1 ]={0} for 1 [ k < m [ r.
(3) [g (k)0 , g
(m)
1 ] …; rj=m g (j)1 =qm for 1 [ m [ k [ r.
(4) [pm , qk]={0} for 1 [ m < k [ r.
(5) [p −k, q
−
k] … qk+1 for 1 [ k [ r.
Let f ¥ g* with an open orbit G·f, and h be a weak polarization at f.
Recall that the Lie algebra of the stabilizer of f: g(f)={X ¥ g;
f([X, g])={0}}={0}, g ·f=g*, h ·f=h + (the annihilator of h in gC),
and d ·f=E + (in g). For subspaces L and M of g, we write L + ,M=
{l ¥M*; l|L 5M=0}. In this section, we show some technical results, which
shall be used later: Lemmas 1.7, 1.9, 1.10, and Corollary 1.11 shall be used
to study ‘‘good’’ coexponential bases in Section 2. Lemma 1.12 and
Proposition 1.13 shall be used to count orbits in Section 2.
Proposition 1.5. Let f ¥ g* and suppose G·f is an open orbit. Then for
0 [ k [ r, we have
(1) pk={X ¥ g; f([X, qk+1])={0}},
(2) qk+1={X ¥ g; f([X, pk])={0}}.
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Proof. (1) Writing qfk+1={X ¥ g; f([X, qk+1])={0}}, we have pk …
qfk+1 since [pk , qk+1]={0}. Since g(f)={0}, we have dim q
f
k+1=dim g−
dim qk+1=dim g−;rj=k+1 dim g(j)1 =dim g−;rj=k+1 dim g(j)0 =dim pk. Thus
pk=q
f
k+1.
(2) We get dim g−dim pk=dim qk+1 by (1), and we can obtain the
equality of the statement (2) as above. L
Proposition 1.6. Let f be as in Proposition 1.5, h be a weak polariza-
tion at f, and 0 [ k [ r.
(1) Let hk=h 5 pkC+qk+1C and fk=f | pk. Then hk is a weak
polarization at fk.
(2) Let l ¥ g* satisfy that l|E 5 qk=f|E 5 qk and G· l is open. Then the
linear mapping pk ¦XWX· l|qk ¥ q
g
k gives rise to an isomorphism between
(d 5 pk)/(d 5 pk−1) and (E 5 qk+qk+1) + , qk.
(3) Let l be as above. Then the linear mapping qk ¦XWX· l|pk ¥ p
g
k
gives rise to an isomorphism between (d 5 qk)/(d 5 qk+1) and (E 5 pk+
pk−1) + , pk
(4) dim(E 5 pk)/(E 5 pk−1)−dim(d 5 pk)/(d 5 pk−1)=dim(E 5 qk)/
(E 5 qk+1)−dim(d 5 qk)/(d 5 qk+1).
Proof. (1) Define a linear mapping Fk : gC Q q
g
k+1C by Fk(X)=
X·f|qk+1C (X ¥ gC). Then ker Fk=pkC by (1) of Proposition 1.5, and
Fk(h)=h + , qk+1C since h ·f=h + . Thus Fk gives rise to an isomorphism
between h/(h 5 pkC) and h + , qk+1C( 4 (qk+1C/(h 5 qk+1C))*). Therefore,
dim hk=dim h5 pkC+dim qk+1C−dim qk+1C 5 h=dim h−dim h/(h5 pkC)+
dim qk+1C/(qk+1C 5 h)=dim h. On the other hand, the dimension of a
weak polarization at fk must be (dim pkC+dim pk(fk)C)/2=(dim pkC+
dim qk+1C)/2=dim gC/2=dim h. Thus hk is a weak polarization.
(2) We first prove the case l=f. We see pk ·f=q
+
k+1 by (2) of
Proposition 1.5, and since the mapping g ¦XWX·f ¥ g* is bijective,
(d 5 pk) ·f=d ·f 5 pk ·f=E + 5 q +k+1=(E+qk+1) + . Writing Pk : g*Q qgk
for the natural projection defined by restriction, we find (d 5 pk) ·f|qk=
Pk((d 5 pk) ·f)=Pk((E+qk+1) + )=(E+qk+1) + , qk. Using (1) of Proposition
1.5, we obtain the isomorphism of (2) for l=f.
For an arbitrary l, we see (d 5 pk) · l|qk … (E 5 qk+qk+1) + , qk since [d 5 pk ,
E 5 qk] … E 5 qk. By the proof for l=f, we have dim(E 5 qk+qk+1) + , qk=
dim(d 5 pk)/(d 5 pk−1)=dim(d 5 pk) · l|qk , which implies (d 5 pk) · l|qk=
(E 5 qk+qk+1) + , qk and the isomorphism of (2).
(3) For l=f, we see qk ·f=p
+
k−1, and (d 5 qk) ·f=d ·f 5 qk ·f=
E + 5 p +k−1=(E+pk−1) + as above. Thus (d 5 qk) ·f|pk=(E+pk−1) + , pk.
Using Proposition 1.5(2), we get the required isomorphism for l=f.
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For an arbitrary l, we see (d 5 qk) · l|pk … (E 5 pk+pk−1) + , pk since [d 5 qk ,
E 5 pk] … E 5 qk. By comparing dimensions, we obtain the isomorphism.
(4) By (2), we get dim(d 5 pk)/(d 5 pk−1)=dim qk−dim(E 5 qk+
qk+1)=dim qk−dim qk+1−dim(E 5 qk)+dim(E 5 qk+1), and by (3), we get
dim(d 5 qk)/(d 5 qk+1)=dim pk−dim(E 5 pk+pk−1)=dim pk−dim pk−1−
dim(E 5 pk)+dim(E 5 pk−1). Since dim qk−dim qk+1=dim pk−dim pk−1,
we obtain the equality of (4) from the above two equalities. L
Lemma 1.7. Let h be as in Proposition 1.6 and suppose that
[Z, Z¯] ] 0 for all Z ¥ h0dC. (1.1)
Then there exists Z (k)i =X
(k)
i +`−1 Y (k)i ¥ h (X (k)i , Y (k)i ¥ E), for all 1 [
k [ r, 1 [ i [ ek=dim(E 5 pk)/((E 5 pk−1)+(d 5 pk)), such that
h 5 pkC=CZ (k)ek À · · · À CZ (k)1 À ((dC 5 pkC)+(h 5 pk−1C)),
E 5 pk=RX (k)ek À · · · À RX (k)1 À ((d 5 pk)+(E 5 pk−1)),
E 5 qk=RY (k)ek À · · · À RY (k)1 À ((d 5 qk)+(E 5 qk+1)).
Proof. We obtain a suitable supplementary basis to (dC 5 pkC)+
(h 5 pk−1C) in h 5 pkC inductively starting from k=r. Assume that h is
described as follows:
h=Â
k+1
i=r
(CZ (i)ei À · · · À CZ (i)1 ) À (dC+(h 5 pkC)),
where Z (i)j (k+1 [ i [ r, 1 [ j [ ei) have the required property.
Let Y0 ¥ (E 5 qk)0((d 5 qk)+(E 5 qk+1)) and X0 ¥ E such that Z0=X0+
`−1 Y0 ¥ h. Then by the recurrence assumption, there exists ZŒ=XŒ+
`−1 YŒ ¥ h such thatX0−XŒ ¥ E 5 pk andYŒ ¥ qk+1. Thus we can takeZj=
Xj+`−1 Yj, 1 [ j [ ek, such that E 5 qk=RYek À · · · À RY1 À ((d 5 qk)+
(E 5 qk+1)) and Xj ¥ E 5 pk. Then the vectors Xj (1 [ j [ ek) are linearly
independent (over R) modulo (d 5 pk)+pk−1. In fact, suppose ;1 [ j [ ek
cjXj ¥ (d 5 pk)+pk−1 (cj ¥ R). Then we find V ¥ d 5 pk such that Z=X+
`−1 Y=;1 [ j [ ek cj(Xj+`−1 Yj)−V ¥ h 5 pk−1C, X ¥ pk−1 and Y ¥ qk.
From [Z, Z¯]=0 and the hypothesis, we find Z ¥ dC, i.e., Y ¥ d 5 qk, which
implies Y=0 since Yj (1 [ j [ ek) are linearly independent modulo
(d 5 qk)+(E 5 qk+1). Thus we have cj=0, 1 [ j [ ek. By Proposition 1.6(4),
we have that {Zj; 1 [ j [ ek} is a supplementary basis to (dC 5 pkC)+
(h 5 pk−1C) in h 5 pkC with the required property. L
Corollary 1.8. Let h be as in Lemma 1.7. Then the subspaces E+g1,
E+pk, 0 [ k [ r, are subalgebras.
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Proof. By Lemma 1.7, we have that h is spanned by such elements as
Z=X+`−1 Y, X, Y ¥ E, Y ¥ g1 (1)
W=U+`−1 V, U, V ¥ E 5 (g1/2+g1). (2)
Since g1 is an abelian ideal of which centralizer is g1/2+g1, it is sufficient
to check that [X1 , X2], [X1 , U] ¥ E+g1, where Zi=Xi+`−1 Yi, i=
1, 2 are of (1), and W=U+`−1 V is of (2). In fact, we have [Z1 , Z2]
=[X1 , X2]+`−1 ([X1 , Y2]+[Y1 , X2]) ¥ h and [Z1 , W]=[X1 , U]
+`−1[Y1 , V] ¥ h, which verify the claim. L
Lemma 1.9. Let h be as in Lemma 1.7. Suppose that there exists
Y ¥ E 5 q −k such that Z=T+`−1 Y ¥ h with some T ¥ pk 0p −k.
Then E 5 p −k=(d 5 p −k)+(E 5 pk−1).
Proof. Suppose Z=T+`−1 Y ¥ h, T ¥ pk 0p −k, ak(T)=1, Y ¥ q −k, and
let Z1=V+`−1 (cUk+W) ¥ h, where V ¥ p −k, W ¥ q −k, c ¥ R. Then
[Z, Z1]=[T, V]+`−1 ([T, cUk+W]+[Y, V])=−12 V+P+`−1(c(Uk+
YŒ)+12 W+Q), where P ¥ pk−1, YŒ ¥ q −k, Q ¥ qk+1. Letting Z2=12 Z1+
[Z, Z1]=P+`−1 (c(32 Uk+YŒ)+W+Q), we get [Z2 , Z2] ¥ [pk−1 , qk]C=
{0}, which implies Z2 ¥ dC.
When c=0, we have W+Q ¥ d and Z3=Z1−`−1 (W+Q)=V+
`−1 Q ¥ h. Since [Z3 , Z3] ¥ [pk , qk+1]C={0}, we have Z3 ¥ dC, i.e., V ¥ d.
When c ] 0, let Z4=32 Z1−`−1 (c(32 Uk+YŒ)+W+Q)=32 V+
`−1(12 W−cYŒ−Q). Then Z4 ¥ h and 12 W−cYŒ−Q ¥ q −k, and we get V ¥ d
using the case c=0 above. L
Lemma 1.10. Let h be as in Lemma 1.7. Then
[d 5 qk , E] … d 5 qk 5 ker f for 0 [ k [ r. (1.2)
[d 5 pk , E 5 qk] … d 5 qk 5 ker f for 0 [ k [ r. (1.3)
In particular, for k=0 (p0=q0),
[d 5 p0 , E 5 q0] … d 5 q1 5 ker f. (1.4)
Proof. Let Y0 ¥ d 5 qk, and Z1=X1+`−1 Y1 ¥ h with Y1 ¥ g1, and
let Z2 ¥ h 5 p0C. Then [Y0 , Z1]=[Y0 , X1] ¥ dC 5 [h, h] 5 qkC … dC 5 qkC 5
ker f. For k \ 1, we have [Y0 , Z2]=0. For k=0, we have [Y0 , Z2] ¥
(g1+`−1 g1) 5 [h, h] … dC 5 q1C 5 ker f since g1 is abelian. Thus we get
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[d 5 qk , h] … dC 5 qkC 5 ker f, and [d 5 qk , h] … dC 5 qkC 5 ker f for 0 [
k [ r, which verify (1.2).
On the other hand, we also find [d 5 p0 , h 5 p0C] … dC 5 q1C 5 ker f,
and (1.4).
Now, let k \ 1. Let X0 ¥ d 5 pk and Y ¥ E 5 qk, and take X ¥ pk and
Q ¥ qk+1 such that Z=X+`−1 (Y−Q) ¥ h.
Suppose X0 , X ¥ p −k. Then [X0 , X+`−1 (Y−Q)]=[X0 , X]+
`−1[X0 , Y] ¥ (pk−1+`−1 qk) 5 [h, h] … dC 5 ker f, and we have
[X0 , Y] ¥ d 5 qk 5 ker f.
If X0 ¥ pk 0p −k, we see E 5 p −k=(d 5 p −k)+(E 5 pk−1) by the previous
lemma. Thus we can take X so that X ¥ pk−1. Then X+`−1 (Y−Q) ¥
(pk−1+`−1 qk) 5 h, which impliesY−Q ¥ d and [X0 , Y−Q]=[X0 , Y] ¥
[d, d] 5 qk … d 5 qk 5 ker f.
When X0 ¥ p −k and X ¥ pk 0p −k, we have [X0 , X]=cX0+P, P ¥ pk−1,
c ¥R. Then [X0 , X+`−1 (Y−Q)]−cX0=P+`−1 [X0 , Y] ¥ h5 (pk−1+
`−1 qk), and we have [X0 , Y] ¥ d 5 qk. Since [X0 , X+`−1 (Y−Q)]=
cX0+P+`−1 [X0 , Y] ¥ ker f, we have [X0 , Y] ¥ d 5 qk 5 ker f. L
Corollary 1.11. Let f, l ¥ g* such that G·f and G· l are open orbits,
and let h be a weak polarization at f satisfying (1.1), and 0 [ k [ r. Suppose
l(X)=f(X) for all X ¥ d 5 qk. Then the dualities as in Proposition 1.6(2)
and (3) hold:
(1) The linear mapping pk ¦XWX· l|qk ¥ q
g
k gives rise to an isomor-
phism between (d 5 pk)/(d 5 pk−1) and (E 5 qk+qk+1) + , qk.
(2) The linear mapping qk ¦XWX· l|pk ¥ p
g
k gives rise to an isomor-
phism between (d 5 qk)/(d 5 qk+1) and (E 5 pk+pk−1) + , pk.
Proof. By Lemma 1.10, we have l([d 5 qk , E])={0} and l([d 5 pk ,
E 5 qk])={0}. Thus, comparing dimensions, we obtain the dualities as in
the proof of Proposition 1.6. L
Let X ¥ p −k, Y ¥ q −k, T ¥ pk 0p −k, V ¥ qk 0q −k, and ak(T)=1. Then we have
[X, Y] ¥ qk+1 , [X, V] ¥ q −k, [T, Y]=12 Y+Q, Q ¥ qk+1 ,
[T, V]=V+Y0 , Y0 ¥ q −k, [T, Y0]=12 Y0+Q0 , Q0 ¥ qk+1 ,
(1.5)
and have that the subalgebra t generated by T and V is t=R-span
{T, V, Y0 , Q0}, and that eigenvectors of ad T in t are Q0, Y0+2Q0,
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V+2Y0+2Q0 for eigenvalues 0,
1
2 , 1, respectively (if Y0 , Q0 ] 0). Thus we
have that the adjoint action is described as follows: for x, t ¥ R,
exp xX·Y=Y+x[X, Y], exp xX·V=V+x[X, V]+
x2
2
[X, [X, V]],
exp tT ·Y=2(e t/2−1)[T, Y]+Y,
exp tT ·V=(e t−1)[T, V]+(2e t−4e t/2+2)[T, Y0]+V.
(1.6)
Lemma 1.12. Let f ¥ g* have an open orbit G·f, and h be a weak
polarization at f satisfying (1.1), and 0 [ k [ r. Let l ¥ g* have an open orbit
G· l and satisfy l(Y)=f(Y) for all Y ¥ d 5 qk+1, and let Sk={g ¥ exp pk;
g · l(Y)=f(Y), -Y ¥ d 5 qk}. Suppose Sk ]”.
Then Sk is either one exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1)-coset or a union of two cosets,
i.e., Sk is of the form
Sk=0
n
i=1
exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1) gi (gi ¥ exp pk , n [ 2).
Proposition 1.13. Let l ¥ g* belong to an open orbit, and Tk={g ¥ G;
g · l(Y)=f(Y) -Y ¥ d 5 qk}. Suppose Tk ]”. Then Tk is a union of
exp(E+pk−1)-cosets:
Tk=0
N
i=1
exp(E+pk−1) gi (gi ¥ G, N <.).
Proof of Proposition 1.13. Assuming Lemma 1.12, we first deduce
Proposition 1.13. If g ¥Tk and p ¥ exp(E+pk−1), then we have pg · l(Y)=
f(Y) for all Y ¥ d 5 qk by Lemma 1.10. Thus Tk is a union of cosets of
exp(E+pk−1). We shall prove that the number of the cosets in Tk is finite
by induction starting from k=r. Suppose that the statement is verified for
k+1 [ i [ r.
Take a coexponential basis {X1 , ..., Xn} for E+pk−1 in g (i.e.,
{X1 , ..., Xn} satisfies G=exp(E+pk−1) exp RX1 · · · exp RXn) along with
the sequence of ideals g(=pr) ‡ pk ‡ pk−1, i.e., {Xi; 1 [ i [ m} forms a
coexponential basis for (E 5 pk)+pk−1 in pk for some 1 [ m [ n.
We identify exp(E+pk−1)0G with Rn by the coexponential basis
{X1 , ..., Xn}, and exp(E+pk)0G with Rn−m by {Xm+1 , ..., Xn}. Writing
(x, xŒ) ¥ Rm À Rn−m with x=(x1 , ..., xm) ¥ Rm, xŒ=(xm+1 , ..., xn) ¥ Rn−m,
and g(x)=exp x1X1 · · · exp xmXm, gŒ(xŒ)=exp xm+1Xm+1 · · · exp xnXn ¥ G,
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g(x, xŒ)=g(x) gŒ(xŒ), we have that exp(E+pk−1) g(x, xŒ) …Tk if and only
if (x, xŒ) satisfies the system of equations
g(x, xŒ) · l(Y)=f(Y), -Y ¥ d 5 qk.
Now, suppose g(x, xŒ) ¥Tk. Then gŒ(xŒ) · l(Y)=f(Y) for Y ¥ d 5 qk+1, and
the set SŒ of such xŒ ¥ Rn−m are finite by the induction hypothesis.
Applying Lemma 1.12 for each functional gŒ(xŒ) · l, xŒ ¥SŒ, we have that
the number of solutions (x, xŒ) of the above equations is finite, i.e., the
number of the cosets in Tk is finite. L
Proof of Lemma 1.12. By Lemma 1.10, we have pg ¥Sk if g ¥Sk and
p=exp X ¥ exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1). We shall prove that the number of cosets
in Sk is at most two. Since Sk ]”, we may assume that l(Y)=f(Y)
for all Y ¥ d 5 qk. By Corollary 1.11, we have that the linear mapping
d 5 qk ¦XWX· l|pk ¥ pgk gives rise to an isomorphism between (d 5 qk)/
(d 5 qk+1) and ((E 5 pk)+pk−1) + , pk. Let m=dim(d 5 qk)/(d 5 qk+1).
Case 1. Supposed 5 qk ^ … q −k.Letd1=d 5 q −k,d l1={X ¥ pk; l([X, d1])=
{0}}. Then we have d l1 ‡ E 5 pk by Lemma 1.10. Taking V ¥ (d 5 qk)0d1
and X1 ¥ d l1 0((E 5 pk)+pk−1), we have l([X1 , V]) ] 0. We shall divide
this case into two subcases.
Case 1.1. Suppose d l1 … p −k. (Then we have E 5 pk … p −k.) Take a vector
subspace V such that pk=V À RX1 À ((E 5 pk)+pk−1), and take a basis
{X2 , X3 , ..., Xm} of V such that Xi ¥ p −k for i \ 3, and X2 ¥ pk 0p −k with
ak(X2)=1. By the duality of (E 5 pk)/(E 5 pk−1) and ((d 5 qk)+qk+1) + , qk
given by l([X, · ]), we find W ¥ E 5 pk such that l([X1+W, q −k])={0}.
Noting that X1+W ¥ p −k and taking X1+W anew as X1, we have
exp pk=exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1) exp RXm · · · exp RX1.
Let Y1=V, and Yi ¥ d1 (2 [ i [ m) satisfying li, i=l([Xi , Yi]) ] 0, 1 [
i [ m, and li, j=l([Xi , Yj])=0 for i ] j, 1 [ i [ m, 2 [ j [ m. Then we
have d 5 qk=RY1 À RY2 À · · · À RYm À d 5 qk+1.
Writing x=(x1 , ..., xm) ¥Rm and g(x)=exp(xmXm) · · ·exp(x1X1) ¥ exp pk,
we have that the set of solutions {x} of the equation
g(x) · l(Yi)=exp(xmXm) · · · exp(x1X1) · l(Yi)=f(Yi), 1 [ i [ m
forms a system of representatives of cosets exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1) g(x) …Sk.
Now, we solve the above equation: For 2 [ i [ m, we have Yi ¥ q −k and
f(Yi)=g(x) · l(Yi)
=exp x1X1 · l 1Yi+2(e−x2 /2−1)[X2 , Yi]− Cm
j=3
xj[Xj , Yi]2
=3 l(Yi)−xili, i (i \ 3),
l(Y2)+2(e−x2 /2−1) l2, 2 (i=2).
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Since l(Yi)=f(Yi), we have xi=0 for 2 [ i [ m. Thus the equation for
i=1 reduces to
f(Y1)=exp x1X1 · l(Y1)
=l(Y1−x1[X1 , Y1]+
x21
2
[X1 , [X1 , Y1]])=l(Y1)−x1l1, 1 ,
and thus x1=0.
Case 1.2. Suppose d l1 ^ … p −k. We first treat the case when E 5 pk … p −k.
Then we have X1 ¥ pk 0p −k (and assume ak(X1)=1), and as in Case 1.1, we
may assume l([X1 , q
−
k])={0}. Take a vector subspace V such that
pk=V À RX1 À ((E 5 pk)+pk−1) satisfying V … p −k. Then taking bases
{X2 , ..., Xm} and {Y1=V, Y2 , ..., Ym} such that li, j satisfy the same condi-
tion as in Case 1.1, we have exp pk=exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1) exp RXm · · ·
exp RX1. Thus the set of the solutions of the system of equations
f(Yi)=g(x) · l(Yi) for 1 [ i [ m gives a system of representatives of
exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1)-cosets in Sk. For 2 [ i [ m, we have g(x) · l(Yi)=
l(Yi)−xili, i, and xi=0, and for i=1, we have f(Y1)=exp x1X1 · l(Y1)=
l(Y1)+(e−x1−1) l1, 1 since l([X1 , q
−
k])={0}, thus x1=0.
We next treat the case when E 5 pk ^ … p −k. We may choose X1 so that
X1 ¥ p −k. (X1 does not necessarily satisfy l([X1 , q −k])={0}.) Take a vector
subspace V and bases {X2 , ..., Xm}, {Y1=V, Y2 , ..., Ym} as above. Then
we have exp pk=exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1) exp RXm · · · exp RX1 since Xi ¥ p −k
for 1 [ i [ m, and we can proceed as above: For 2 [ i [ m, we have
g(x)−1 ·Yi=Yi−;mj=1 xj[Xj , Yi], and thus f(Yi)=g(x) · l(Yi) implies xi=0
for 2 [ i [ m. For i=1, the equation reduces to
f(Y1)=l(Y1)−x1l([X1 , Y1])+
x21
2
l([X1 , [X1 , Y1]]),
which has at most two solutions.
Case 2. Suppose d 5 qk … q −k. Take a vector subspace W such that
pk=W À ((E 5 pk)+pk−1) and its basis {X1 , ..., Xm} such that (i) Xi ¥ p −k
for i \ 2, (ii) W … p −k if E 5 pk ^ … p −k. Then we have exp pk=exp((E 5 pk)+
pk−1) exp RXm · · · exp RX1 and can proceed as above: for this case, the
solution {x} is unique; x=0. L
2. SEMIINVARIANT VECTORS
We shall obtain an upper bound of the dimension of the space of semi-
invariant vectors of each irreducible square integrable representation in
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terms of the corresponding coadjoint orbit. As in the preceding setting, a
real linear form l ¥L* of a real vector space L is extended l to LC by
complex linearity.
Theorem 2.1. Let g be a normal j-algebra of rank r, G=exp g, f ¥ g*
such that the coadjoint orbit G·f is open in g*, and h be a positive weak
polarization at f. Denote E=(h+h¯) 5 g.
Let d ¥ E* such that d|d=12 tr adg/d and d|n 5 E=0, where n is the nilradical
of g. For each irreducible representation p=pO corresponding to an open
coadjoint orbit O, denote by m(O) the number of D-orbits in O 5 (E ++f)+,
where (E ++f)+={l ¥ E ++f;`−1 l([Z, Z¯]) \ 0, -Z ¥ h}. Realizing p
on a Hilbert space Hp, let
(H−.p )
h, f, d={a ¥H−.p ; p(Z¯) a=(`−1 f(Z¯)+d(Z¯)) a, -Z ¥ h}.
Then we have the inequality
dim(H−.p )
h, f, d [ m(O) <..
To begin with, let us give a sketch of the proof. Let l ¥ O … g* with an
open G-orbit. Assuming that O 5 (E ++f)+ ]”, we find a finite subset
S+ of G such that the correspondence gQ Dg· l is bijective from S+ to the
set of D-orbits in O 5 (E ++f)+ so that #S+=m(O).
We can choose a polarization b at l which satisfies the Pukanszky condi-
tion and which is contained in p0. Using the Kirillov–Bernat construction,
we realize the representation p=pO, and realize H
−.
p as a subspace of the
space of distributions on G/B, where B=exp b. It turns out that, for each
g ¥S+, there exists at most one non-zero element of (H−.p )h, f, d, whose
support modulo B is contained in the subset exp(E+p0) g. When g varies,
these elements spans (H−.p )
h, f, d, which shows that dim((H−.p )
h, f, d) [
#S+=m(O).
Let us remark that assuming the existence of such elements, we find that
they are linearly independent because the sets exp(E+p0) g are disjoint. We
shall recall this observation in Section 4.
We inductively prove these results using the sequence of ideals pk
(0 [ k [ r) of g. Let Pk=exp pk (0 [ k [ r). By Lemma 2.2, we choose a
coexponential basis for pk−1 in (E 5 pk)+pk−1, and then give coordinates
of Pk/Pk−1 and G/Pk by (2.3) and (2.4), which are used to describe semi-
invariant vectors. When the recurrence is achieved, the argument comes
down to proving a property of semiinvariant vectors of a 2-step nilpotent
Lie group P0. We shall complete the proof by applying Theorem 3.1 in
Section 3 to P0.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let l ¥ g* with an open G-orbit, and p=pG· l be
the corresponding representation. Take a real polarization b=bl at l
satisfying the Pukanszky condition so that g1 … b … p0. For example, taking
a flag of ideals which is a refinement of the sequence g1 … p0 … g, we get
such a polarization b at l by the construction due to Vergne (see [2,
Chap. IV, 4.3]). Because of Proposition 1.5, we have g1 … b … p0. We
realize p by inducing from B=Bl=exp b and ql, where ql(exp X)=
e`−1 l(X) for X ¥ b; letting Hp=L2(G/B, ql) be the Hilbert space of func-
tions f on G such that f(gb)=ql(b)−1 f(g) for all g ¥ G and b ¥ B, and
square integrable for a G-invariant measure mG, B on G/B, we define the
action of p by left translation. We also realize p on L2(G/B) by taking a
suitable cross Section for G/B.
Let a ¥ (H−.p )h, f, d, then the semiinvariance p(Z¯) a=(`−1 f(Z¯)+
d(Z¯)) a, i.e.,
Oa, −p(Z) fP=Oa, (−`−1 f(Z)+d(Z)) fP
holds for all Z ¥ h and C. vectors f.
If G· l 5 (d ++f)=”, then a=0. We can easily show it as follows:
Realizing p on L2(G/B, ql), we have that p(exp X) f(g)=e`−1 g · l(X)f(g)
and that the semiinvariance for X ¥ d 5 g1 implies
Oa, g · l(X) f(g)P=Oa, f(X) f(g)P
for all g ¥ G. Thus the support of a is included in {g ¥ G; g · l ¥
(d 5 g1) ++f}, which is empty. In fact, suppose it is not empty. Then since
G· l+g +1 =G·l by Theorem 1.3, the assumption G· l 5 ((d 5 g1) ++f)=
G· l 5 (d ++g +1 +f) ]” implies G· l 5 (d ++f) ]”, which is a contra-
diction.
Therefore, we shall prove the theorem for open orbits G· l intersecting
d ++f. We assume l ¥ d ++f.
For 1 [ k [ r, denote q=qk=dim qk/qk+1, qk, 0=qk, qk, 1=q −k=qk+1+
;m > k g (am+ak)/2, and let
qk=qk, 0 ‡ qk, 1(=q −k) ‡ qk, 2 ‡ · · · ‡ qk, i ‡ · · · ‡ qk, q=qk+1 (2.1)
be a sequence of ideals such that dim qk, i−1/qk, i=1. We shall find a
‘‘good’’ coexponential basis for pk−1 in (E 5 pk)+pk−1 associated with (2.1)
and l. Denote d=dk=dim(d 5 pk)/(d 5 pk−1) and e=ek=dim(E 5 pk)/
((d 5 pk)+(E 5 pk−1)), and let Ik={1 [ i [ q; E 5 qk, i v E 5 qk, i−1 and
d 5 qk, i=d 5 qk, i−1}={i1 < · · · < ie}, Iˇk={1 [ i [ q; E 5 qk, i−1=E 5 qk, i}
and Ik 2 Iˇk={j1 < · · · < jd+e}.
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Lemma 2.2. Suppose l ¥ g* belongs to an open orbit, and l(X)=f(X)
for X ¥ d 5 qk. Then we can find sets of linearly independent vectors
{Y(k) li ; 1 [ i [ q} and {X (k) ljs ; 1 [ s [ d+e} in g such that qk, i−1=qk, i À
RY (k) li =qk+1 À RY (k) lq À · · · À RY (k) li for1 [ i [ q,E 5 pk=RX (k) ljd+e À · · · À
RX (k) lj1 À (E 5 pk−1), and satisfy the following:
(1) If E 5 qk, i v E 5 qk, i−1, then Y (k) li ¥ E. If d 5 qk, i v d 5 qk, i−1,
then Y (k) li ¥ d.
(2) X (k) li +`−1 Y (k) li ¥ h for i ¥ Ik, and E 5 pk=RX (k) lie À · · · À
RX (k) li1 À ((d 5 pk)+(E 5 pk−1)).
(3) X (k) li ¥ d for i ¥ Iˇk.
(4) l([X(k) li , qk, i])={0} and l([X
(k) l
i , Y
(k) l
i ]) ] 0 for i ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk.
Proof. From Lemma 1.7, take a family of vectors {Y(k)i ; 1 [ i [ q}
satisfying (1) such that there exists X (k)i ¥ pk for i ¥ Ik satisfying X (k)i +
`−1Y(k)i ¥ h. Thenwe haveE5 pk=(Ái ¥ Iˇk RX(k)i )À ((d5 pk)+(E5 pk−1)).
By Corollary 1.11, we have that the linear map pk ¦XWX· l|qk ¥ q
g
k
gives rise to an isomorphism between (d 5 pk)/(d 5 pk−1) and ((E 5 qk)+
qk+1) + , qk. Letting Y
(k)*
i ¥ qgk be defined by Y (k)*i (Y(k)j )=di, j and Y (k)*i ¥ q +k+1,
we obtain a set of vectors {X(k) li ; i ¥ Iˇk} such that d 5 pk=(Ái ¥ Iˇk RX (k) li ) À
(d 5 pk−1) and l([X(k) li , · ])=Y(k)*i since qk=(Ái ¥ Iˇk RY (k) li ) À ((E 5 qk)+
qk+1).
We also find Vi ¥ d 5 pk for i ¥ Ik such that l([X(k)i +Vi , Y (k)j ])=0 for all
j ¥ Iˇk. Take X (k)i +Vi anew as X (k)i . Now, we have {X(k)i , X (k) lj ; i ¥ Ik , j ¥ Iˇk}
and {Y(k)i ; 1 [ i [ q} satisfying (1), (2), (3) and (4) for X (k) li , i ¥ Iˇk. We next
modify vectors Z (k)i =X
(k)
i +`−1 Y (k)i for i ¥ Ik so that (4) is satisfied.
We write Z˜s=Z
(k)
ie+1−s , X˜s=X
(k)
ie+1−s , Y˜s=Y
(k)
ie+1−s for 1 [ s [ e, ie+1−s ¥ Ik.
We inductively define ls(t) ¥ R and Z˜s(t)=X˜s(t)+`−1 Y˜s(t) ¥ h, X˜s(t),
Y˜s(t) ¥ E for t [ s as
Z˜s(1)=Z˜s , X˜s(1)=X˜s , Y˜s(1)=Y˜s , ls(1)=l([X˜s(1), Y˜1(1)]),
Z˜s(2)=l1(1) Z˜s(1)− ls(1) Z˜1(1)=X˜s(2)+`−1 Y˜s(2),
ls(2)=l([X˜s(2), Y˜2(2)],
· · · ,
Z˜s(t)=lt−1(t−1) Z˜s(t−1)−ls(t−1) Z˜t−1(t−1)=X˜s(t)+`−1 Y˜s(t),
ls(t)=l([X˜s(t), Y˜t(t)].
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Thenwe have X˜s(t) ¥ R-span{X˜m; 1 [ m [ s}, Y˜s(t) ¥ R-span{Y˜m; 1 [ m [ s},
and l([X˜s(t), Y˜m(m)])=0 for m < t [ s.
Let 1 [ b [ e and suppose that ls(s) ] 0 for all 1 [ s [ b−1. Let
Z (k) lie+1−s=3 Z˜s(s) for s [ b,Z˜s(b) for s > b,
and let Z (k) lis =X
(k) l
is +`−1 Y
(k) l
is for 1 [ s [ e. Then Z
(k) l
is (1 [ s [ e) forms
a supplementary basis to (dC 5 pkC)+(h 5 pk−1C) in h 5 pkC, and
l([X(k) lis , Y
(k) l
it ])=0 if s < t, t \ e+1−b.
In particular, l([X(k) lis , qk, is])={0} if s \ e+1−b.
We shall prove the following:
Claim. l([X(k) lie+1−b , Y
(k) l
ie+1−b]) ] 0.
This claim implies that ls(s) ] 0 for all 1 [ s [ e inductively, and that the
sets of vectors {X (k) li ; i ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk} and {Y (k) li ; 1 [ i [ q}, where Y (k) li =Y(k)i
for i ¥ {1, ..., q}0Ik defined by the above process have the required
property. This proves Lemma 2.2 assuming the claim. L
Proof of the Claim. We write X=X(k) lie+1−b , Y=Y
(k) l
ie+1−b , and r=qk, ie+1−b .
Recall that l([X, r])={0}.
If r=qk, 1, we have l([X, Y]) ] 0 because l([X, qk, 1])={0}, X ¥ pk 0
pk−1 and Proposition 1.5. The claim for the case of r e qk, 1, i.e., Y ¥ qk, 1 is
verified by the following sublemma.
Sublemma 2.3. With the same assumption for f, l and h, let Z=X+
`−1 Y ¥ h 5 pkC and Y ¥ q −k. Suppose there exists an ideal r such that
l([X, r])={0} and RY+qk+1 … r. Then Z ¥ dC.
Proof. Suppose Z ¨ dC.
Case 1. Suppose X ¥ p −k. Then [X, Y] ¥ qk+1 and [X, Y] ¨ d. (In fact,
if [X, Y] ¥ d, then l([X, Y])=f([X, Y]) ] 0.) Thus there exists V ¥ E0
(E 5 pk) such that l([V, [X, Y]]) ] 0. Choose such V so that Z0=V+
`−1 W ¥ h with some W ¥ qk+1. Then letting [Z0 , Z]=P+`−1 Q, P=
[V, X],Q=[V, Y]+[W, X], we have P ¥ p−k,Q ¥ r5 qk and [[Z0 , Z], Z]=
[P, X]+`−1 ([P, Y]+[Q, X]) ¥ (pk−1+`−1 qk) 5 [h, h], which implies
that [P, Y]+[Q, X] ¥ d 5 ker f 5 qk … ker l and thus [P, Y] ¥ ker l since
[Q, X] ¥ [r, X] … ker l. Noting that l([X, [V, Y]])=0 by the assumption,
we have l([V, [X, Y]])=l([X, [V, Y]])+l([[V, X], Y])=0, which is a
contradiction.
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Case 2. SupposeX ¥ pk 0p −k. ThenbyLemma1.9,wehaveE 5 p −k=(d 5
p −k)+(E 5 pk−1), and E 5 qk=RY+(d 5 qk)+(E 5 qk+1). By Corollary 1.11,
we find V ¥ d 5 pk such that l([X−V, qk])={0}. Since X−V ¥ pk 0
pk−1 by the assumption X ¨ d, we have l([X−V, qk]) ] {0}, which is a
contradiction. L
Thus the claim is verified, and Lemma 2.2 is completely proved. L
Remark 2.4. A supplementary basis {X(k) ljs ; js ¥ Ik} to (d 5 pk)+
(E 5 pk−1) in E 5 pk in Lemma 2.2 is uniquely determined modulo d (up to
normalization).
In fact, suppose Zi=Xi+`−1 Yi ¥ h 5 pkC, i=1, 2, satisfy r À RYi=rŒ
and l([Xi , r])={0} for i=1, 2, where qk+1 … r … rŒ … qk and r and rŒ are
ideals. Then we have Y1+cY2 ¥ r with some c ¥ R, and letting X=X1+cX2,
Y=Y1+cY2, Z=X+`−1 Y, we have l([X, Y])=0 and l([X, r])={0},
and thus Y ¥ q −k 5 d by the above observation.
Inparticular,wehave l([X1 , Y1])=l([X−cX2 , Y−cY2])=c2l([X2 , Y2]),
and we remark that `−1 l([Zi , Z¯i]) for i=1, 2 have the same sign.
Remark 2.5. Under the assumption in Lemma 2.2, we write X (k) li =Xi,
Y (k) li =Yi. Suppose Ik ]”. Then d 5 pk … p −k from Lemma 1.9. Noting that
Yj ¥ q −k for j > 1, we have the three possibilities:
Case 1. Xji ¥ p
−
k for all i.
Case 2. j1=1 ¥ Ik, and
Xj1 ¥ pk 0p
−
k, Yj1 ¥ qk 0q
−
k, Xji ¥ p
−
k for all i \ 2.
Case 3. e=1, Ik={js}, js ] 1, and
Xjs ¥ pk 0p
−
k, Yjs ¥ q
−
k, Xji ¥ d 5 p −k for all ji , i ] s.
In fact, suppose Xjs ¥ pk 0p
−
k for some js. By the assumption of Ik ]”, we
have js ¥ Ik. If js ] 1 it is of Case 3 by Lemma 1.9. Therefore, in all cases,
the set of vectors {X(k) li ; i ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk} given in Lemma 2.2 forms a coexpo-
nential basis for pk−1 in (E 5 pk)+pk−1.
Assume that ak(Xj1 )=1 if Xj1 ¥ pk 0p
−
k. Let j=jn ¥ Ik, and h=exp xjXj
exp xjn−1Xjn−1 · · · exp xj1Xj1 . Since l([Xji , qk, j+RXj])={0} for i < n, we
have h · l(Yj)=l(exp(−xjXj) ·Yj), and for j ] 1, we have
h · l(Yj)=3 l(Yj)−xjl([Xj , Yj]) (Cases 1 and 2),l(Yj)+2(e−xj /2−1) l([Xj , Yj]) (Case 3).
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Assuming 1 ¥ Ik, we have
h · l(Y1)=3 l(Y1)−x1l([X1 , Y1]) (Case 1).l(Y1)+(e−x1−1) l([X1 , Y1]) (Case 2).
Now, assuming l ¥ (d 5 g1) ++f, let us choose coexponential bases to
pk−1 in pk for 1 [ k [ r as follows: For each 1 [ k [ r, take a sequence of
ideals (2.1) and a subalgebra wk … g (k)0 such that pk=((E 5 pk)+pk−1) À
wk, and thatwk … p −k ifE 5 pk ^ … p −k. Denote n=nk=dim(E 5 pk)/(E 5 pk−1).
Let 1 [K [ r, and let SK be the set of points g=w(K) · · ·w (r) ¥ G,
w (k)=expW (k) ¥ exp wk, K [ k [ r, satisfying g · l(Y)=f(Y) for all
Y ¥ d 5 qK. If d 5 pk … p −k, take supplementary bases {X (k) g · lj ; j ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk} to
E 5 pk−1 in E 5 pk, and {Y(k) g · lj ; 1 [ j [ q} to qk+1 in qk with the properties
in Lemma 2.2. If d 5 pk ^ … p −k, take a supplementary basis {X(k)j } to
E 5 pk−1 in E 5 pk such that X (k)j ¥ p −k 5 d for 1 [ j [ n−1 and X (k)n ¥
(d 5 pk)0(d 5 p −k) noting that (E 5 pk)+pk−1=(d 5 pk)+pk−1 by Lemma
1.9. Let S+K be the set of g ¥SK such that g · l([X(k) g · lj , Y (k) g · lj ]) > 0 for all
j ¥ Ik, K [ k [ r.
Let k be K [ k [ r, and gk=w(k) · · ·w (r). Since {X (k) g · lj ; j ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk} forms
a coexponential basis for pk−1 in (E 5 pk)+pk−1, and since Pk and Pk−1 are
normal subgroups, we have
Pk=exp(Rg
−1
k+1 ·X
(k) g · l
jn ) · · · exp(Rg
−1
k+1 ·X
(k) g · l
j1 )(g
−1
k+1 exp wk gk+1) Pk−1 ,
where Ik 2 Iˇk={j1 , ..., jn}. (We regard gr+1=e, the unit element.) Taking
a coexponential basis {Wi; 1 [ i [ m(=mk=dim wk)} of wk, define a
mapping P (k): Rn À RmQ Pk by
P (k)(x, y)=exp(xn g
−1
k+1 ·X
(k) g · l
jn ) · · · exp(x1 g
−1
k+1 ·X
(k) g · l
j1 )
· g−1k+1 exp(ymWm) · · · exp(y1W1) gk+1 , (2.3)
for x=(x1 , ...xn) ¥ Rn, y=(y1 , ..., ym) ¥ Rm, which gives coordinates of
Pk/Pk−1. Then define a mapping PK :Á rk=K(Rnk À Rmk)Q G by
PK 1Âr
k=K
(x (k), y (k))2=P (r)(x (r), y (r)) · · ·P (K)(x (K), y (K)), (2.4)
for x (k)=(x(k)1 , ..., x
(k)
nk ) ¥ R
nk, y (k)=(y (k)1 , ..., y
(k)
mk ) ¥ R
mk.
Let S={g=w(1) · · ·w (r); w (k) ¥ exp wk , 1 [ k [ r, g · l(Y)=f(Y), -Y ¥
d 5 g1}, and S+ be the set of g ¥S such that the following (1) and (2) are
satisfied.
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(1) g · l([X(k) g · li , Y
(k) g · l
i ]) > 0, i ¥ Ik, 1 [ k [ r for bases {X(k) g · li },
{Y(k) g · li } of Lemma 2.2. (See Remark 2.4.)
(2) There exists p0 ¥ P0 such that gp0 · l=f on h 5 p0C and `−1 gp0 ·
l([Z, Z¯]) > 0 for all Z ¥ (h 5 p0C)0(dC 5 p0, C).
Since P0 is 2-step nilpotent, (2) implies
(2Œ) g · l([Z, Z¯]) > 0 for all Z ¥ (h 5 p0C)0(dC 5 p0C).
We next show that S+ gives a system of representatives of D-orbits in
G· l 5 (E ++f)+, i.e., #S+=m(G· l).
Here we first remark that ((E 5 g1) ++f) 5 G· l is a union of
exp(d+p0)-orbits and they correspond to D-orbits in (E ++f) 5 G· l
bijectively. Let l0 ¥ ((E 5 g1) ++f) 5 G· l. Then (E 5 g1) + ‡ (d+p0) · l0
since [d+p0 , E 5 g1]=[d, E 5 g1] … ker f 5 E 5 g1 … ker l0. Noting that
dim(E 5 g1) +=dim(d+p0), which is implied from E +=d ·f and g +1 =
p0 ·f, we also have (E 5 g1) +=(d+p0) · l0. Hence each connected com-
ponent of ((E 5 g1) ++f) 5 G· l is a exp(d+p0)-orbit. For each such l0,
we have l0+c ¥ (E ++f) 5 G· l with some c ¥ g +1 because G· l+g +1 =
G·l. Suppose that l0+c1 , l0+c2 ¥ (E ++f) 5 G· l with c1 , c2 ¥ g +1 . Then
we have l(t)=(1−t)(l0+c1)+t(l0+c2) ¥ G· l and l(t)=f on E for
0 [ t [ 1, which means that l0+c1 and l0+c2 are in one connected com-
ponent of (E ++f) 5 G· l, that is, in one D-orbit. Thus we associate l0
with a D-orbit D·(l0+c). Next, let d ¥ D and p0 ¥ P0. Then d · (l0+c1)=
dp0 · l0+((d · l0−dp0 · l0)+d· c1) with ((d · l0−dp0 · l0)+d· c1) ¥ g +1 , which
means that l0 and dp0 · l0 are associated with a same D-orbit in
(E ++f) 5 G· l. Hence we get a mapping from the set of exp(d+p0)-orbits
in ((E 5 g1) ++f) 5 G· l to the set of D-orbits in (E ++f) 5 G· l, and
obviously, it is bijective.
Let l ¥ ((d 5 g1) ++f), and let {X(k) li ; i ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk} and {Y(k) li ; 1 [ i [ nk}
(1 [ k [ r) be bases with properties in Lemma 2.2. Then a mapping F(k) :
R eQ exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1), (e=ek=dim(E 5 pk)/((d 5 pk)+(E 5 pk−1)))
defined by
R e ¦ x (k)=(x1 , ..., xe)WF (k)(x (k))=exp(xeX (k) lje ) · · · exp(x1X
(k) l
1 )
gives a diffeomorphism of R ek to exp((d 5 pk)+pk−1)0exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1)
for 1 [ k [ r, and the mapping F:Á rk=1 R ek Q exp(E+p0) defined by
Â
r
k=1
R ek ¦ x=(x (r), ..., x (1))WF(x)=F (1)(x (1)) · · ·F (r)(x (r))
gives a diffeomorphism ofÁ rk=1 R ek to exp(d+p0)0exp(E+p0).
Let 1 [ k [ r and suppose l(Y)=f(Y) for all Y ¥ E 5 qk+1. Then remark
that the set of points p ¥ exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1) such that p · l(Y)=f(Y) for
all Y ¥ E 5 qk is a union of exp((d 5 pk)+pk−1)-cosets.
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Lemma 2.6. Let l ¥ ((d 5 g1) ++f), 1 [ k [ r, and suppose l(Y)=f(Y)
for all Y ¥ E 5 qk+1. Suppose that l([X(s) li , Y (s) li ]) > 0 for all i ¥ Is, 1 [ s [ r,
where {Y (s) li ; 1 [ i [ ns} and {X(s) li ; i ¥ Is 2 Iˇs} are bases with properties in
Lemma 2.2.
Then there uniquely exists p ¥F (k)(R e) satisfying p · l(Y)=f(Y) for
all Y ¥ E 5 qk. For bases {Y(k) p · li ; 1 [ i [ n} and {X (s) p · li ; i ¥ Is 2 Iˇs} of
properties in Lemma 2.2 with respect to p · l, we have p · l([X(s) p · li ,
Y (s) p · li ]) > 0 for all i ¥ Is, 1 [ s [ r.
Proof. By scaling, we may assume that as(X
(s) l
i )=1 if X
(s) l
i ¥ ps 0p −k. If
d 5 pk ^ … p −k, then by Lemma 1.9, we have (d 5 pk)+(E 5 pk−1)=E 5 pk
and (d 5 qk)+(E 5 qk+1)=E 5 qk. Thus we suppose that d 5 pk … p −k.
Remark that for X ¥ (E 5 pk)+pk−1, we have exp X· l(Y)=f(Y) for all
Y ¥ (d 5 g1)+(E 5 qk+1) because of the assumption of l and Lemma 1.10.
We write Xi=X
(k) l
ji , Yi=Y
(k) l
ji for ji ¥ Ik={j1 < · · · < je}, and we have
exp((E 5 pk)+pk−1)=exp((d 5 pk)+pk−1) exp(RXe) · · · exp(RX1). We also
remark that if Z=X+`−1 Y ¥ h, Y ¥ E 5 qk, then [X, h 5 pk−1C]=
[Z, h 5 pk−1C] … h 5 pk−1C, thus for p=exp xeXe · · · exp x1X1, x1 , · · · xe ¥
R, vectors {p ·Y (s) li ; 1 [ i [ ns} and {p ·X (s) li ; i ¥ Is 2 Iˇs} have properties in
Lemma 2.2 with respect to p · l for s [ k−1.
(i) Suppose e \ 2. Then for 2 [ i [ e, Xi ¥ p −k (and Yi ¥ qk, 1=q −k) by
Remark 2.5. Let x=(x2 , ..., xe) ¥ R e−1 and g(x)=exp(xeXe) · · · exp(x2X2).
Noting that [Xi , qk, 1] … qk+1, which is central in pk, and l([Xm , Yi])=0
for 2 [ i and m < i, we have
g(x) exp(x1X1) · l(Yi)=l(Yi)− C
e
m=i
xml([Xm , Yi]) for 2 [ i [ e.
Since l([Xi , Yi]) > 0, we can uniquely determine xŒ=(x −2, ..., x −e) ¥ R e−1
such that
g(xŒ) · l(Yi)(=g(xŒ) exp(x1X1) · l(Yi))=f(Yi) for all 2 [ i [ e.
Here we remark that g(x) exp(x1X1) · l([X, Y])=l([X, Y]) for vectors
X ¥ p −k and Y ¥ qk, 1, x ¥ R e−1, x1 ¥ R.
Case 1. If X1 ¥ p −k, then we have g(x) exp(x1X1) · l([X1 , qk, 1])=
l([X1 , qk, 1])={0} and by the dualities in Corollary 1.11, we have
g(x) exp(x1X1) · l([X1 , Y1]) ] 0 for all x ¥ R e−1, x1 ¥ R. Thus we have g(x)
exp(x1X1) · l([X1 , Y1]) > 0 since l([X1 , Y1]) > 0.
Noting that g(x)−1 ·Y1−Y1 ¥ qk, j1 since g(x) ¥ exp p
−
k, we have
g(x) exp(x1X1) · l(Y1)
=l(g(x)−1 ·Y1)−x1l([X1 , g(x)−1 ·Y1])+
1
2 x
2
1l([X1 , [X1 , g(x)
−1 ·Y1])
=l(g(x)−1 ·Y1)−x1l([X1 , Y1]).
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Thus we can uniquely find x −1 so that g(xŒ) exp(x −1X1) · l(Y1)=f(Y1) holds,
that is, letting p=g(xŒ) exp(x −1X1), we have p · l=f on E 5 qk and
p · l([X1 , Y1]) > 0, p · l([X1 , qk, j1])={0}.
Case 2. If X1 ¥ pk 0p −k, then Y1 ¥ qk 0q −k by Remark 2.5. Recalling that
we assume ak(X1)=1, we have [X1 , Xi]=−
1
2 Xi+Pi for 2 [ i [ e, where
Pi ¥ pk−1. Then we get g(x) ·X1=X1+12 (x2X2+·· ·+xeXe)+P(x), where
P(x) ¥ pk−1. Let X1(x)=X1(x2 , ..., xe)=X1+12 (x2X2+·· ·+xeXe) and
Y1(x)=Y1+
1
2 (x2Y2+·· ·+xeYe). Then we have X1(x)+`−1 Y1(x) ¥ h and
g(x) · l([X1(x), qk, 1])=l([g(x)−1 ·X1(x), qk, 1])=l([X1 , qk, 1])={0}. We
also have g(x) · l([X1(x), Y1(x)]) > 0 for all x ¥ R e−1 as in Case 1.
Now let X −1=X1(xŒ), Y −1=Y1(xŒ), Z −1=X −1+`−1 Y −1 and lŒ=g(xŒ) · l.
We shall find x −1 ¥ R such that g(xŒ) exp(x −1X1) · l(Y −1)=f(Y −1) holds. Since
ak(X
−
1)=1, we have [X
−
1, Y
−
1]=Y
−
1+W, whereW ¥ qk, 1, and
g(xŒ) exp(x1X1) · l(Y −1)=l(g(xŒ)−1 ·Y −1)+(e−x1−1) l([X1 , g(xŒ)−1 Y −1])
=g(xŒ) · l(Y −1)+(e−x1−1) g(xŒ) · l([g(xŒ) ·X1 , Y −1])
=lŒ(Y −1)+(e−x1−1) lŒ([X −1, Y −1])
=e−x1lŒ([X −1, Y −1])−lŒ(W),
the required equality reduces to e−xŒ1lŒ([X −1, Y −1])−lŒ(W)=f(Y −1). We shall
prove that W ¥ E 5 qk, 1, which implies that f(W)=lŒ(W) and that there
uniquely exists an x −1 ¥ R satisfying the above equality since f([X −1, Y −1])=
f(Y −1+W) > 0 and lŒ([X −1, Y −1]) > 0 hold.
Proof of the Claim W ¥ E above. Suppose [X −1, Y −1] ¨ E. Then there
exists V ¥ d such that lŒ([V, [X −1, Y −1]) ] 0. Since [V, Z −1]=[V, X −1]+
`−1 [V, Y −1] ¥ h and [V, X −1] ¥ pk 5 [g, g] … p −k, we find that [V, Y −1] ¥
qk, 1. (If not, there exists c ¥ R such that Z −1−c[V, Z −1]=X+`−1 Y
¥ h with X ¥ pk 0p −k and Y ¥ qk, 1, which does not occur when e > 1.) Thus
we have lŒ([X −1, [V, Y −1])=0. We also have [[V, Z −1], Z −1]=[[V, X −1],
X −1]+`−1 ([[V, X −1], Y −1]+[[V, Y −1], X −1]) ¥ [h, h] and [[V,X −1], Y −1]+
[[V, Y −1], X
−
1] ¥ E 5 qk, 1 5 ker f … ker lŒ. Therefore, we have lŒ([[V, X −1],
Y −1])=0, which is a contradiction because of the Jacobi identity for
V, X −1, Y
−
1. L
(ii) Next, suppose e=1, i.e., E 5 pk=RX1 À ((d 5 pk)+(E 5 pk−1))
and E 5 qk=RY1 À ((d 5 qk)+(E 5 qk+1)). Let r=qk, j1 . Recall that r and
r À RY1 are ideals, and l([X1 , r])={0}. We also remark that we may
proceed as the proof above if X1 ¥ p −k. Thus we come to the final case:
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Case 3. If X1 ¥ pk 0p −k, assuming that ak(X1)=1, we have [X1 , Y1]=
1
2 Y1+W or Y1+W, W ¥ r, and exp xX1 · l(Y1)=2e
−x/2l(12 Y1+W)−2l(W)
or e−xl(Y1+W)−l(W), according to Y ¥ qk, 1 or Y ¥ qk 0qk, 1, respectively.
On the other hand, let V ¥ d. Then since [V, X1] ¥ E 5 p −k=(d 5 p −k)+
(E 5 pk−1), we have [V, X1]=VŒ+P, VŒ ¥ d, P ¥ E 5 pk−1, and [V,
X1+`−1 Y1]−VŒ=P+`−1 [V, Y1] ¥ h5 (pk−1+`−1 qk)… dC, that is,
[V, X1] ¥ d 5 pk and [V, Y1] ¥ d 5 qk. By Lemma 1.10, we have
l([X1 , [V, Y1]])=l([Y1 , [V, X1]])=0 and thus l([[X1 , Y1], d])={0},
which implies that [X1 , Y1] ¥ E as before.
Therefore, W ¥ E 5 r=(d 5 r)+(E 5 qk+1) and l(W)=f(W), and there
uniquely exists xŒ ¥ R satisfying exp xŒX1 · l(Y)=f(Y) for Y ¥ E 5 qk. It is
also obtained that exp xŒX1 · l([X, r])={0} and exp xŒX1 · l([X, Y]) > 0.
Writing p=g(xŒ) exp(x −1X1) in Case 1 and Case 2, p=exp xŒX1 in
Case 3, define {X(s) p · li }, and {Y
(s) p · l
j } as follows:
X (s) p · li (resp. Y
(s) p · l
j )=3X (s) li (resp. Y (s) lj ), k+1 [ s [ rp ·X (s) li (resp. p ·Y (s) lj ), s [ k−1,
where i ¥ Is 2 Iˇs, 1 [ j [ ns.
X (k) p · li (resp. Y
(k) p · l
j )
=˛X (k) li (resp. Y (k) lj ), i, j \ j1 (Cases 1, 3), i, j \ j2 (Case 2)X1(xŒ) (resp. Y1(xŒ)), i=j=j1=1 (Case 2)
p ·X (k) li (resp. p ·Y
(k) l
j ), i, j < j1 (Cases 1, 3), i, j < j2 (Case 2).
Then they satisfy the required conditions so that Lemma 2.6 is proved. L
Proposition 2.7. Let l ¥ ((d 5 g1) ++f) 5 O with an open orbit O.
Then we have #S+=m(O).
Proof. Let g ¥S+. Using this Lemma 2.6 inductively, we uniquely
obtainp=pr · · · p1 (=((pr · · · p2) p1(pr · · · p2)−1) · · · (pr pr−1 p
−1
r ) pr)withpk ¥
F (k)(R ek) such that pg · l(Y)=f(Y) for Y ¥ E 5 g1, and {X(k) pg · li ;
i ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk}, {Y(k) pg · lj ; 1 [ j [ nk} with properties in Lemma 2.2 and
pg · l([X(k) pg · li , Y
(k) pg · l
i ]) > 0 for i ¥ Ik, 1 [ k [ r. By the previous remarks,
we have c ¥ g +1 such that lg=pg· l+c ¥ (E ++f) 5 G· l. Then, the set of
vectors {Z (k) pg · li ; i ¥ Ik , 1 [ k [ r}, where Z (k) pg · li =X(k) pg · li +`−1 Y (k) pg · li ,
is an orthogonal basis of the space C-span{Z (k) pg · li ; i ¥ Ik , 1 [ k [ r} for the
hermitian form Blg defined by Blg (Z, ZŒ)=`−1 lg([Z, ZŒ]). The space is
orthogonal to h 5 p0C as well. We have that h is positive at lg from
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the positivity of pg · l for {X (k) pg · li }, {Y
(k) pg · l
i } and h 5 p0C since [X(k) pg · li ,
Y (k) pg · li ] ¥ g1 and [h 5 p0C , h 5 p0C] … g1C. (We have pg · l([Z, Z¯])=
g· l([p−1 ·Z, p−1 · Z¯]) > 0 for Z ¥ (h 5 p0, C)0(dC 5 g1, C) by the assumption
for g and p · (h 5 p0C)=h 5 p0C.) We have now obtained the mapping
gW D· lg from S+ to the set of D-orbits in (E ++f)+ 5 G· l, which is
injective by the definition. Conversely, for each D-orbit in (E ++f)+ 5
G· l, there exists an element lg=pg· l with some g ¥S, p=pr · · · p1,
pk ¥F(Rek) for 1 [ k [ r. Then g ¥S+. In fact, let {X(k) g · li }, {Y (k) g · lj } be
bases with properties of Lemma 2.2. Define bases {X(k) pg · li }, {Y
(k) pg · l
i } as in
the previous Lemma with respect to g · l. Then we find that
pg · l([X(k) pg · li , Y
(k) pg · l
i ]) > 0 if and only if g · l([X
(k) g · l
i , Y
(k) g · l
i ]) > 0 as in
Lemma 2.6. We also have that positivity in h 5 p0C, and we find g ¥S+. L
Now, let a ¥ (H−.p )h, f, d, be a non-zero element. We shall inductively
describe the distribution a along with the sequence of normal subgroups
{Pk}0 [ k [ r using the coordinates of Pk/Pk−1 (1 [ k [ r) given by P (k). We
start with treating Pr/Pr−1-level at step 1 below, which is simpler than
general steps of Pk/Pk−1-level because dim Pr/Pr−1=1 but dim Pk/Pk−1
\ 1 for k < r.
Step 1. Let pr−1=ind
Pr−1
B ql and realize p as an induced representation
indGPr−1 pr−1. Noting dim g/pr−1=1, we take X ¥ g0pr−1 as follows:
Case 1. Suppose d+pr−1=g. Then take X=X(r) ¥ d.
Case 2. Suppose d … pr−1 and E+pr−1=g. Then taking a vector Z (r)=
X (r)+`−1 Y (r) ¥ h as in Lemma1.7 such that ar(X(r))=1, i.e., [X (r), Y (r)]=
Y (r), let X=X(r).
Case 3. Suppose E … pr−1. Then take Y ¥ d 5 qr 0{0} and X ¥ g0pr−1
such that [X, Y]=Y.
Then we have G=exp(RX) Pr−1, and identify G as R×Pr−1. Let f be a
C. vector of p such that f=f0 é f1 ¥ C.c (R) é C.c (Pr−1/B). Then X
acts by
p(X) f(x, p˙)=−
df0
dx
(x) f1(p˙) (2.5)
for x ¥ R, p˙ ¥ Pr−1/B. We also have thatW ¥ pr−1 acts by
p(W)(f0 é f1)(x, p˙)=f0(x) pr−1(exp(−xX) ·W) f1(p˙). (2.6)
We find necessary conditions for semiinvariance of a ] 0 in each case:
Case 1. By the semiinvariance for X=X(r) ¥ d, we have
7a, df0
dx
(x) f1(p˙)8=Oa, (−`−1 f(X)+d(X)) f0(x) f1(p˙)P. (2.7)
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Therefore, letting
ar(x)=e(−`−1 f(X)−d(X)) x (2.8)
(x ¥ R), we find that a is of the form
Oa, f0 é f1P=F
R
ar(x) f0(x) Oar−1 , f1P dx, (2.9)
where ar−1 is a distribution on Pr−1/B. Noting that pr−1 acts by (2.6), we
have that the semiinvariance for Z ¥ h 5 pr−1C implies that
Oa, −p(Z)(f0 é f1)P
=F
R
ar(x) f0(x)=Oar−1 , −pr−1(exp(−xX) ·Z) f1P dx
=Oa, (−`−1 f(Z)+d(Z)) f0 é f1P
=F
R
ar(x) f0(x)=Oar−1 , (−`−1 f(Z)+d(Z)) f1P dx
for all f0 ¥ C.c (R) and f1 ¥ C.c (Pr−1/B). By continuity of the representation
for x ¥ R, we find that Oar−1 , −pr−1(Z) f1P=Oar−1 , (−`−1 f(Z)+
d(Z)) f1P, i.e.,
pr−1(Z¯) ar−1=(`−1 f(Z¯)+d(Z¯)) ar−1 for Z ¥ h 5 pr−1C. (2.10)
Case 2. By (2.6), Y=Y(r) acts by
p(Y) f(x, p˙)=f0(x)`−1 e−xl(Y) f1(p˙). (2.11)
Thus by (2.5) and (2.11), the semiinvariance for Z (r) implies
7a, 1df0
dx
+(e−xl(Y)−(f(Y)+d(X)−`−1 f(X))) f0(x)2 f18=0
(d(Y)=0). Therefore, letting
ar(x)=e−l(Y) e
−x−(f(Y)+d(X)+`−1 f(X)) x, (2.12)
we find that a is of the form (2.9), and that (2.10) holds as in Case 1.
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We note that l(Y) ] 0 since G· l is open. Now, suppose l(Y) < 0. Then
we find a ¨H−.p if ar−1 ] 0. In fact, let f(x, p˙)=e−x
2
f1(p˙), where f1 ¥
C.c (Pr−1/B) such that Oar−1 , f1P ] 0. Then f ¥H.p but (2.9) does not
converge for this f. (We find that f is a C. vector because from (2.5) and
(2.6), the action of an element X of the enveloping algebra u(g) of g is
described by p(X) f(x, p˙)=;i ecixpi(x)(“ i/“x i) pr−1(Yi) f(x, p˙), where
ci ¥ R, pi(x) is a polynomial of x, and Yi ¥ u(pr−1).) Thus l(Y) > 0 if a ] 0.
Noting that `−1 [Z (r), Z (r)]=2[X, Y]=2Y, we have f(Y) > 0 by the
assumption, and since exp(xX) · l(Y)=e−xl(Y), we get lŒ ¥ G· l such that
lŒ=f on E 5 qr.
Case 3. Since Y acts by (2.11) as in Case 2, by the semiinvariance p(Y)
a=`−1 f(Y) a and l(Y)=f(Y) ] 0, we have
Oa, (1−e−x) f0(x) f1(p˙)P=0, (2.13)
and thus the support of a is
supp(a) … Pr−1={0}×Pr−1 ,
and a is of the form
Oa, fP=C
i \ 0
d if0
dt i
(0) Oar−1, i , f1P,
where ar−1, i is a distribution on Pr−1/B. Since (d(1−e−x)/dx)(0)=1, we
find ar−1, i=0 for all i > 0 from (2.13) as follows: Let k be the maximum of
indices {i; ar−1, i ] 0}, and suppose k \ 1. Let f0 ¥ C.c (R) such that
(d if0/dx i)(0)=0 for i < k−1, and (dk−1f0/dxk−1)(0)=1. Then the
equality (2.13) for f=f0 é f1 implies that Oar−1, k , f1P=0, that is,
ar−1, k=0.
Therefore, we have that a is of the form
Oa, f0 é f1P=f0(0) Oar−1 , f1P, (2.14)
and ar−1 satisfies (2.10) as in previous cases. This ends Step 1.
Step k0. Let 1 [K [ r, g ¥S+K, and define a mapping PK :Á rk=K
(Rnk À Rmk)Q G by (2.4). For each K [ k [ r, writing n=nk, m=mk,
x (k)=(x1 , · · · xn), define a function b (k)(x (k)) by
b (k)(x (k))=b (k)(x1 , ..., xn)=b1(x1) · · ·bn(xn), (2.15)
where bi, 1 [ i [ n, are defined as follows: Let Li=L(k)i =gk · l([Xji , Yji]),
ti=gk · l(Yji )−f(Yji )−d(Xji ), gi=f(Xji ).
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(1) If d … p −k, then
bi(xi)=3e (−d(Xji )−`−1 gi) xi if Xji ¥ d 5 p −k
e−Li x
2
i /2+(ti −`−1 gi) xi if Xji ¥ (E0d) 5 p −k.
For the index s such that Xjs ¥ E 5 (pk 0p −k), we define
bs(xs)=3e−Ls e −xs+(−(n−s)/4−Ls+ts −`−1 gs) xs if Xjs ¨ d, Yjs ¨ q −k
e−4Ls e
−xs/2+(−(n−s)/4−2Ls+ts −`−1 gs) xs if Xjs ¨ d, Yjs ¥ q
−
k.
(2) If d^ … p −k, then
bi(xi)=e(−d(Xji )−`−1 gi) xi for Xji ¥ d.
Let w (k)=(w1 , ..., wm) ¥ Rm such that exp wmWm · · · exp w1W1=w(k), and
define a distribution a (k)g on R
n À Rm by
Oa (k)g , f(x
(k), y (k))P=F
R
n
b (k)(x (k)) f(x (k), w (k)) dx1 · · · dxn (2.16)
for f ¥ C.c (Rn À Rm).
Define a distribution AKg onÁrk=K (Rnk À Rmk) by
AKg =a
(r)
g é · · · é a (K)g . (2.17)
Statement for Step k0. Let k=r+1−k0 (1 [ k0 [ r). Then a ¥ (H−.p )h, f, d
is a linear combination of distributions ag, g ¥S+k , with
supp(ag) … exp(E+pk−1) g,
and described as follows: Identifying G as Á ri=k (Rni À Rmi)×Pk−1 with a
coordinate map of G/Pk−1 given from Pk, regard p=ind
G
Pk−1 pk−1, pk−1=
indPk−1B ql. Then
ag=A
k
g éAk−1g , (2.18)
where Ak−1g is a distribution on Pk−1/B such that
pk−1(g−1 · Z¯)A
k−1
g =(`−1 f(Z¯)+d(Z¯))Ak−1g , -Z ¥ h 5 pk−1C.
(2.19)
Starting from k0=1 (i.e., k=r), which is Step 1, we inductively prove
the statement. Let 1 < k0 [ r, and suppose that the statement is verified for
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k0−1; vectors Ag=A
k+1
g éAkg , g ¥S+k+1, spans the space of semi-
invariant vectors.
Let {X1 , ..., Xn} be a coexponential basis for E 5 pk−1 in E 5 pk. Then
we have
Pk=exp(Rg−1 ·Xn) · · · exp(Rg−1 ·X1)(g−1 exp wk g) Pk−1. (2.20)
By (2.20), we identify Pk/Pk−1 with Rn× exp wk, and realize pk on a func-
tion space on Rn× exp wk×Pk−1/B. Let x ¥ Rn, h=h(x)=exp xnXn · · ·
exp x1X1, andf ¥ C.c (Rn),f0=f0(w) ¥ C.c (exp wk),j=j(p˙) ¥ C.c (Pk−1/B).
For k=f é f0 é j and Y ¥ d 5 qk, we have
pk(g−1 ·Y) k(x, w, p˙)=`−1 l(((g−1h(x) g)(g−1wg))−1 g−1 ·Y) k(x, w, p˙)
=`−1 h(x) wg · l(Y) k(x, w, p˙).
Thus the semiinvariance of Akg for pk(g
−1 ·Y),
OAkg ,`−1 hwg · l(Y) k(x, w, p˙)P=OAkg ,`−1 f(Y) kP, (2.21)
implies that
supp(Akg) … {(x, w, p˙); h(x) wg · l(Y)=f(Y) -Y ¥ d 5 qk}
=0
N
n=1
Rn×{wn}×Pk−1/B (N [ 2)
by Lemma 1.12. Thus, taking a coexponential basis of wk and a coordinate
map (u1 , ..., um)W w(u1 , ..., um) of exp wk, we have that A
k
g is a linear
combination of
Akg, n= C
b=(b1 , ..., bm)
“b1+· · ·+bm
“ub11 · · ·“ubmm
:
w(u1 , ..., um)=wn
é a −b, (1 [ n [N),
where a −b is a distribution on R
n×Pk/B.
Remarking that the differential operator “/“ui corresponds to a vector
W ¥ wk as a left invariant vector field on exp wk, we have
“
“ui
(h(x) w(u1 , ..., um) g · l(Y)−f(Y))|w=wn
=
d
dt
(h(x) wn exp(tW) g · l(Y)−f(Y))|t=0
=g· l([W, w−1n h(x)
−1 ·Y])=wn g · l([wn ·W, h(x)−1 ·Y]).
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Since h(x)−1 · (d 5 qk)=d 5 qk, and wn g · l=f on d 5 qk, there exists
Y ¥ d 5 qk satisfying (“/“ui)(hw(u1 , ..., um) g · l(Y)−f(Y))(wn) ] 0.
As in Case 3 of Step 1, we find that Akg, n reduces to be the form
OAkg, n, f é f0 é jP=f0(wn) O aŒ, f é jP,
for test functions k=f é f0 é j. Here we sketch the proof. Defining
the lexicographical ordering on the set of multiindices b of a −b ] 0:
(b1 , ..., bm) \ (c1 , ..., cm) if and only if bj=cj for j [ i−1 and bi > ci for
some i, 1 [ i [ m+1, let b=(b1 , ..., bm) be the maximum, and suppose
bm ] 0.Denotingwn=w(u1(n), ..., um(n)), (u1(n), ..., um(n)) ¥ Rm, let fˇi(ui) ¥
C.c (R) for 1 [ i [ m such that
(i) for i < m, (dbifˇi/du
bi
i )(ui(n))=1 and (d
jfˇi/du
j
i)(ui(n))=0 if
j < bi,
(ii) (dbm −1fˇm/du
bm −1
m )(um(n))=1 and (d
jfˇm/du
j
m)(um(n))=0 if
j < bm−1,
(iii) (u1(nŒ), ..., um(nŒ)) ¨ supp(fˇ1 é · · · é fˇm) for nŒ ] n, 1 [ nŒ [N.
Let W ¥ wk be corresponding to the differential operator “/“um, and let
Y ¥ d 5 qk satisfy “/“um(hw(u1 , ..., um) g · l(Y)−f(Y))(wn) ] 0. Define a
test function f0(w)=fˇ1(u1) · · · fˇm(um) with w=w(u1 , ..., um) ¥ exp wk, and
for a test function k=f é f0 é j with above f and j, we have that the
semiinvariance (2.21) implies a −b=0, which is a contradiction. Thus bm=0,
and repeating such arguments, we get b=(0, ..., 0).
Now, let us look into each Akg, n. Fix n, and take supplementary bases
concerning wn g · l as we defined above: {Y
(k) wng · l
i ; 1 [ i [ q} and {X(k) wng · ljs ;
1 [ s [ n} (if d 5 pk … p −k) or {X(k)j ; 1 [ j [ n} (if d 5 pk ^ … p −k). We write
Xs=X
(k) wng · l
js for js ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk (Xs=X(k)js if Ik=”) and Ys=Y(k) wng · ljs for
js ¥ Ik. We realize pk as above using this coexponential basis {Xi; 1 [ i [ n}
for (2.20). Letting k=f é f0 é j be as above, x ¥ Rn, w ¥ exp wk,
p˙ ¥ Pk−1/B, we have
pk(g−1 ·Xn) k(x, w, p˙)=−
“f
“xn
(x) f0(w) j(p˙).
Since
pk(g−1 ·Y) k(x, w, p˙)=`−1 h(x) wg · l(Y) k(x, w, p˙) for Y ¥ qk ,
we have
OAkg, n, pk(g
−1 ·Yn) kP
=OaŒ,`−1 h(x) wn g · l(Yn) f(x) f0(wn) jP
=OaŒ,`−1 wn g · l(exp(−xnXn) ·Yn) f(x) f0(wn) jP
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by properties in Lemma 2.2. Thus if jn ¥ Ik, the semiinvariance for Zn=
Xn+`−1 Yn ¥ h implies that
7aŒ, 1 ““xn+wn g · l(exp(−xnXn) ·Yn)−d(Xn)+`−1 f(Zn)2 f(x) j8=0.
If jn ¥ Iˇk, the semiinvariance for Xn ¥ d implies that
7aŒ, 1 ““xn−(d(Xn)−`−1 f(Xn))2 f(x) j8=0.
Therefore, for f(x)=fn(xn) f˜(x1 , ..., xn−1), fn ¥ C.c (R), f˜ ¥ C.c (Rn−1) and
the above f0, j, k=f é f0 é j, the distribution Akg, n is
OAkg, n, kP=F
R
bn(xn) fn(xn) dxnOa
−
1, f˜ é jP f0(wn),
where a −1 is a distribution on R
n−1×(Pk−1/B), and a function bn is defined as
follows:LetLn=wn g · l([Xn , Yn]),t=wn g · l(Yn)−f(Yn)−d(Xn),g=f(Xn).
Then
bn(xn)=˛e (−d(Xn)−`−1 g) xn if jn ¥ Iˇk (i.e., Xn ¥ d),e−Ln x2n /2+(t−`−1 g) xn if jn ¥ Ik , Xn ¥ p −k,
e−Ln e
−xn+(−Ln+t−`−1 g) xn if jn ¥ Ik , Xn ¨ p −k, Yn ¨ q −k,
e−4Ln e
−xn /2+(−2Ln+t−`−1 g) xn if jn ¥ Ik , Xn ¨ p −k, Yn ¥ q −k.
Let Ak, n−1g, n be a distribution on R
n−1× exp w×Pk−1/B defined by OA
k, n−1
g, n ,
f˜ é f0 é jP=Oa −1, f˜ é jP f0(wn) for the above test functions. Let pk, n−1=
R-span{Xi(1[ i[ n−1)}Àwk À pk−1,Pk, n−1=exp pk, n−1,Pgk, n−1=g−1Pk, n−1 g,
=n−1=ind
Pgk, n−1
B ql. Regarding pk=ind
Pk
Pgk, n−1
=n−1, we have
=n−1(g−1 · Z¯)A
k, n−1
g, n =(`−1 f(Z¯)+d(Z¯))Ak, n−1g, n ,
Z ¥ h 5 p −kC 5 pk, n−1C
as Step 1 since exp(xnXn) ·X ¥ RX+pk−1 for X ¥ p −k. Now, suppose Z=
X+`−1 Y ¥ h 5 pk, 1C, where X ¥ pk 0p −k, and Y ¥ p −k. Then Xn ¥ p −k.
Assuming ak(X)=1, we have [X, Xn] ¥ − 12 Xn+pk−1 and exp(−tX)
exp(xnXn)=exp(xne t/2Xn) exp(−tX) exp V(t, xn), where V(t, xn) ¥ pk−1.
Writing k1=f˜ é f0 é j, we have
pk(exp(tg−1 ·X))(fn é k1)(xn , z)
=D−1/2Pgk, n−1, Pk (exp(tg
−1 ·X)) fn(xne t/2)
·=n−1(exp(−g−1 ·V(t, xn)) exp(tg−1 ·X)) k1(z).
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We also note that D−1/2Pgk, n−1, Pk (exp(tg
−1 ·X))=e t/4, and that d(e t/4fn(xne t/2))/
dt|t=0=
1
4 fn(xn)+
1
2 xn(dfn/dxn)=−
1
4 fn(xn)+
1
2 d(xnfn(xn))/dxn, and recall
that the distribution bn on R satisfies Obn , d(xnfn)/dxnP=Obn , F(xn) xnfnP,
where F(xn)=−wn g · l(exp(−xnXn) · Yn)+f(Yn)+d(Xn)−`−1 f(Xn).
Writing
C(xn)=
d
dt
(=n−1(exp(−g−1 ·V(t, xn)) exp(tg−1 ·X)) k1)|t=0 ,
we have
OAkg, n, −pk(g
−1 ·Z) fn é k1P
=OAkg, n, (−pk(g
−1 ·X)−`−1 pk(g−1 ·Y)) fn é k1P
=7Akg, n, −1−14 fn(xn)+12 d(xnfn)dxn 2 k1−fnC(xn)
−`−1 fn=n−1(exp(−xnXn) g−1 ·Y) k18
=F
R
bn(xn) fn(xn) 7Ak, n−1g, n , 114−12 F(xn) xn 2 k1−C(xn)
−`−1 =n−1(exp(−xnXn) g−1 ·Y) k18 dxn
=OAkg, n, (−`−1 f(Z)+d(Z)) fn é k1P
=F
R
bn(xn) fn(xn) OA
k, n−1
g, n , (−`−1 f(Z)+d(Z)) k1P dxn.
Thus, remarking thatC(0)==n−1(g−1 ·X) k1 (sinceV(t, 0)=0 for all t ¥ R),
we have that OAk, n−1g, n , (
1
4−=n−1(g
−1 ·X)−`−1 =n−1(g−1 ·Y)) k1P=OAk, n−1g, n ,
(−`−1 f(Z)+d(Z)) k1P, i.e.,
=n−1(g−1 · Z¯)A
k, n−1
g, n =(`−1 (Z¯)+d(Z¯)− 14)Ak, n−1g, n .
Repeating the above arguments for test functions k=f é f0 é j
such that f(x)=fn(xn) · · ·f1(x1), fi ¥ C.c (R), f0 ¥ C.c (exp wk), j ¥ C.c
(Pk−1/B), we have
OAkg, n, kP=F
R
n
bn(xn) · · ·b1(x1) f(x) f0(wn) OA
k−1
wng , jP dx1 · · · dxn ,
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where Ak−1wng is a distribution on Pk−1/B, and bi (1 [ i [ n) are the func-
tions defined in (2.15). For instance, suppose Xs ¥ pk 0p −k, js ¥ Ik. Then
letting Ak, sg, n be a distribution on R
s× exp wk×Pk/B such that A
k
g, n=bn é
· · · é bs+1 éAk, sg, n, we have
=s(g−1 · Z¯s)A
k, s
g, n=(`−1 (Z¯s)+d(Z¯s)− 14 (n−s))Ak, sg, n,
where =s=ind
Pgk, s
B ql, pk, s=R-span{Xi , 1[ i[ s}Àwk À pk−1, Pk, s=exp pk, s
and Pgk, s=g
−1Pk, s g. Thus we have A
k
g, n=a
(k)
wng éAk−1wng , and we note that
Ak+1g =A
k+1
wng by definition. We also obtain by arguments as above that the
distribution Ak−1wng satisfies that
pk−1((wn g)−1 · Z¯)A
k−1
wng =(`−1 f(Z¯)+d(Z¯))A
k−1
wng , -Z ¥ h 5 pk−1C ,
where pk−1=ind
Pk−1
B ql.
Now suppose that there exists ji ¥ Ik such that Li < 0. For test functions
u=u0 é k, where u0 ¥ C.c (G/Pk), k ¥ C.(Pk/B), and k=f é f0 é j as
above such that supp(u0) 5 exp(E+pk1 ) gŒ=” for all gŒ ] g, gŒ ¥Sk+1,
and supp(f0) 5 {wi; i ] n, 1 [ i [N}=”, we have Oa, uP=OAk+1g , u0P
Oakg, n, kP. It cannot be extended as a non-zero element of H
−.
p because
it does not converge for such vectors u with f(x1 , ..., xn)=fn(xn) · · ·
f1(x1), fi(xi)=e−x
2
i , fj ¥ C.c (R) for j ] i. Thus supp(a) …1g ¥S+k
exp(E+pk−1) g. This finishes Step k0.
Step r. By the previous steps, regarding p=indGP0 p0, where p0=
indP0B ql, and using the coordinates of G/P0 given by P1, we have that
a ¥ (H−.p )h, f, d is a linear combination of
ag=A
1
g éA0g, g ¥S+1 , (2.22)
where A0g is a distribution of P0/B satisfying the following semi-
invariance:
p0(g−1 · Z¯)A
0
g=`−1 f(Z¯)A0g, -Z ¥ h 5 p0C. (2.23)
In other words,
p0(Z¯)A
0
g=`−1 g−1 ·f(Z¯)A0g, -Z ¥ g−1 ·h0=g−1 ·h 5 p0C , (2.24)
where h0=h 5 p0C. We also have that l(Y)=g−1 ·f(Y) for all Y ¥ g−1 ·
h0 5 g1C, dim(g−1 ·h0+g1C)=dim(h0+g1C)=(dimp0C+dim g1C)/2, and
p0(l|p0 )=g1, which is the center of p0. Note that p0 is a square integrable
(modulo the center) representation of P0.
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Claim 2.8. If A0g ] 0, then there exists p ¥ P0 such that p · l=g−1 ·f on
g−1 ·h0 and `−1 p · l([Z, Z¯]) \ 0 for all Z ¥ g−1 ·h0. For each fixed
g ¥S+1 , those distribution vectors A0g which have the semiinvariance (2.23)
are proportional.
In Section 3, we shall be concerned with semi-invariant vectors of square
integrable (modulo the center) representations of nilpotent Lie groups. The
claim above shall be verified by Proposition 3.1.
Assuming Claim 2.8, we have dim(H−.p )
h, f, d [ #S+=m(O). L
3. SQUARE INTEGRABLE REPRESENTATIONS OF NILPOTENT
LIE GROUPS
We are concerned with semiinvariant vectors of irreducible square inte-
grable (modulo the center) representations of nilpotent Lie groups in order
to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 and give some preliminaries for the
next section. Let G=exp g be a connected and simply connected nilpotent
Lie group with the center Z=exp z. Recall that a coadjoint orbit G· l,
l ¥ g*, corresponds to a square integrable (modulo Z) representation p if
and only if z=g(l), the Lie algebra of the stabilizer of l. It is also equiva-
lent to the condition G· l=z ++l. (See [3, 4.5] for details.) For a unitary
representation (p,Hp) of G, we define the space of semiinvariant vectors
associated with f ¥ g*, a complex subalgebra h of gC subordinate to f and
d=0 (since G is nilpotent) as in the previous sections. We denote
(H−.p )
h, f, 0=(H−.p )
h, f.
Theorem 3.1. Let G=exp g be a connected and simply connected
nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra g, and let Z=exp z be the center of G.
Suppose that G has square integrable (modulo Z) representations. Let h be a
complex subalgebra, E=(h+h¯) 5 g, d=h 5 g, and let f ¥ E* such that
f([h, h])={0}. Denote (E ++f)+={l ¥ E ++f;`−1 l([X, X¯]) > 0, -X ¥
h0dC}. Suppose that h satisfies
(i) dim(h+zC)=(dim g+dim z)/2,
(ii) [X, X¯] ] 0 for all X ¥ h0dC.
Then realizing each square integrable representation p=pl corresponding
to an orbit G· l on a Hilbert space Hp, we have the following:
(1) If G· l 5 (E ++f) ]”, then it is a single D-orbit. (Therefore,
either G· l 5 (E ++f)+=” or G· l 5 (E ++f)+=G·l 5 (E ++f) ]”
holds.)
(2) dim(H−.p )
h, f [ 1.
(3) dim(H−.p )
h, f=1 if and only if G· l 5 (E ++f)+ ]”.
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Proof. Noting that G· l=z ++l, and that E 5 z=d 5 z by the assump-
tion (ii), we have (E ++f) 5 G· l ]” if and only if ((d 5 z) ++f) 5
G· l ]”. Thus we have (H−.p )h, f={0} if (E ++f) 5 G· l=”. In fact, if
the intersection is empty, there exists Y ¥ d 5 z such that f(Y) ] l(Y).
Realizing p by taking a real polarization b at l, we have that a ¥ (H−.p )h, f
satisfies Oa, f(Y) fP=Oa, l(Y) fP (f ¥H.p ) by the semiinvariance of Y,
which implies a=0.
We also remark that hz=h+zC is a weak polarization at l ¥ (E ++f)
and hz 5 g=d+z, (hz+hz) 5 g=E+z. Therefore we have (E ++f) 5 G· l
is a single D-orbit if it is nonempty, and have (E ++f) 5 G· l=
(E ++f)+ 5 G· l if (E ++f)+ 5 G· l ]”.
Thus we assume (E ++f) 5 G· l ]” i.e., l=f on d 5 z, and prove (2)
and (3) by induction on dim g.
If g is abelian, the claims are trivial. Let g, h, f, p=pl, etc., are as
in the theorem, and suppose that the statements are verified for lower
dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras.
Case 1. Suppose that ker l includes a non-zero central ideal a. Let
g˙=g/a, h˙=h/(h 5 aC), E˙=(h˙+h¯˙) 5 g˙, and f˙ ¥ E˙*, l˙ ¥ g* be given by
quotient from f, l, respectively. Then the irreducible representation pl˙ of
G˙=exp g˙ corresponding to the orbit G˙ · l˙ and the representation p˙ given
from p by the quotient map are equivalent, and we can verify the state-
ments from the induction hypothesis for g˙, h˙, f˙, l˙.
Case 2. Suppose that ker l includes no non-zero central ideals. Then
dim z=1 and l|z ] 0. Take a two dimensional non-central ideal q ‡ z, and
let p be its centralizer, which is an ideal of codimension 1. Letting l1=l|p,
we have that p(l1)=q and the irreducible representation p1=pl1 of
P=exp p corresponding to P· l1 is also square integrable modulo exp q,
and p=indGP p1 since g(l)=z. Realize p1 by taking a real polarization b at
l1, which is also a real polarization at l, as p1=ind
P
B ql, B=exp b, and
realize p as p=indGP p1=ind
G
B ql. Taking X ¥ g0p, we have G=
exp(RX) P, and identifyGwithR×P, andG/BwithR×P/B. For functions
f=f0 é f1, where f0=f0(x) ¥ C.c (R), f1 ¥ C.c (P/B, ql) (C.-functions
f1 on P such that f1(pb)=ql(b)−1 f1(p) for p ¥ P, b ¥ B, and f1 is com-
pactly supported modulo B), we have that the actions of X and Y ¥ q0 z are
p(X) f=−
df0
dx
f1 , p(Y) f(x, p)=`−1 (l(Y)−xl([X, Y])) f0(x) f1(p)
for x ¥ R, p ¥ P. We shall divide this case into three subcases to choose
such X and Y along with h. Recall that when p is realized on L2(Rn)
(n=dim g/b) by taking a weak Malcev basis through b as the usual way
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(see [3, Chap. 2]), the space of C. vectors of p is the space of rapidly
decreasing functions (Schwartz space) as a Fréchet space [3, 4.1]. Suppose
a ¥ (H−.p )h, f, a ] 0.
Case 2.1. Suppose E 5 q … z. Then we have d+p=g because d · l=
(d+z) · l=(E+z) + . Take X ¥ d0(d 5 p). Then by the semiinvariance for
X we have that the distribution a is of the form
Oa, fP=F
R
a0(x) f0(x) Oa1 , f1P dx, (3.1)
where
a0(x)=e−`−1 f(X) x, (3.2)
and a1 is a tempered distribution on P/B (by taking a weak Malcev basis)
satisfying semiinvariance
p1(Z¯) a1=`−1 f(Z¯) a1 , -Z ¥ h 5 pC. (3.3)
Conversely, such a distribution a is tempered.
Case 2.2. Suppose E 5 q^ … z and d 5 q … z. Take Y ¥ (E 5 q)0 z, and
X0 ¥ E such that T=X0+`−1 Y ¥ h. Then X0 ¥ g0p because of the
assumption [T, T¯] ] 0. Thus we can choose X=X0.
Then by the semiinvariance for X+`−1 Y we have that a is of the
form (3.1) with
a0=e−l([X, Y]) x
2/2+(l(Y)−f(Y)−`−1 f(X)) x. (3.4)
Thus a is a non-zero tempered distribution if and only if l([X, Y])=
`−1
2
l([T, T¯]) > 0 and a1 ] 0.
Case 2.3. Suppose d 5 q^ … z. Then h … pC. In fact, if h^ … pC, then we
have f([d 5 q, h])=f(zC)=l(zC) ] {0}, which is a contradiction. TakeY ¥
(d 5 q)0(d 5 z) and X ¥ g0p arbitrarily. By the semiinvariance for Y we
have Oa, (l(Y)−f(Y)−xl([X, Y])) f0(x) f1P=0. Thus noting that
l([X, Y]) ] 0, and writing x0=(l(Y)−f(Y))/l([X, Y]), a is a tempered
distribution of the form
Oa, fP=f(x0) Oa1 , f1P, (3.5)
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where a1 is a tempered distribution satisfying
p1(exp(−x0X) · Z¯) a1=`−1 f(Z¯) a1 , -Z ¥ h 5 pC. (3.6)
Let h1=h 5 pC, E1=(h1+h1) 5 p, g0=exp(x0X) (for Case 2.3). Then we
have dim(h1+qC)=dim(g
−1
0 ·h+qC)=dim(h+zC) in these three cases.
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis for p, h1, f|E1 , p1=pl1 (for Cases
2.1 and 2.2), and p, g−10 ·h, g
−1
0 ·f|g −10 ·E, p1 (for Case 2.3), we verify (2) and
the necessary condition of a ] 0. If a ] 0, then a1 ] 0 and it implies that
there exists p ¥ P such that p · l1 ¥ (E +1 +f)+ in p for Cases 2.1 and 2.2,
p · l1 ¥ (g−10 ·E ++g−10 ·f)+ for Case 2.3. Since p is the centralizer of Y, we
have p exp(yY) · l1=p· l1, p exp(yY) · l(X)=p· l(X)−yl([Y, X]). For
Case 2.1, we have h=CX À h1, and there exists y ¥ R such that
p exp(yY) · l ¥ (E ++f)+. For Case 2.2, we have h=C(X+`−1 Y) À h1,
and [X, h1]… h1 5 ker f… ker p· l. Thus exp(xX) p· l|E1=p·l|E1 , exp(xX) p·
l([V, V¯]) > 0 for V ¥ h1, and exp(xX) p · l(Y)=l(Y−x[X, Y]). Thus we
find x, y ¥ R such that exp(xX) p exp(yY) · l ¥ (E ++f)+. For Case 2.3,
we have g0 p · l ¥ (E ++f)+. This ends the proof of (2) and the necessary
condition of a ] 0 in (3), and verifies Claim 2.8, which completes the proof
of Theorem 2.1.
We shall give a specific description of non-zero element a by Lemma 3.2,
which verifies the sufficient condition for a ] 0. Assuming Lemma 3.2, we
finish the proof. L
In this setting, recall that if G· l 5 (E ++f)+ ]”, then h+zC is a
positive weak polarization at l0 ¥ G· l 5 (E ++f)+, thus E+z is a
subalgebra since g is nilpotent. We write GC for the connected and simply
connected complex Lie group corresponding to gC.
Lemma 3.2. Under the same assumption and notation of Theorem 3.1,
suppose G· l 5 (E ++f)+ ]”. Let ez=E+z, Ez=exp ez, and let g ¥ G
such that g · l ¥ d ++f. Denote by H¯ the connected subgroup of GC=exp gC
corresponding to h¯.
Then g · l([X, X¯]) > 0 for all X ¥ h0dC, and there exists a real polari-
zation b=bl at l such that EzC=H¯(gBC g−1 5 EzC), and gives a non-zero
element a ¥ (H−.p )h, f as follows: Define a function o0 on EzC by
o0(h¯gbg−1)=q¯H¯(h¯) q¯BC (b), h¯ ¥ H¯, b ¥ BC ,
where q¯H¯ and q¯BC are characters of H¯ and BC such that
dq¯H¯=−`−1 f, dq¯BC=−`−1 l.
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Let o=o0 |Ez , and let p be realized as an induced representation ind
G
B ql on
the Hilbert space Hp of ql-covariant functions on G. Define a distribution
fW Oao , fP for test functions f ¥H.p of compact support modulo B by
Oao , fP=F
Ez /(gBg
−1 5 Ez)
o(x) f(xg) dmEz , (gBg −1 5 Ez)(x). (3.7)
Then it extends to be a C−. vector, and (H−.p )
h, f=Cao.
Proof. Using the procedure of the proof of Theorem 3.1 above, we
prove the lemma by induction on dim g. Supposing that the claim is
verified for lower dimensional groups, we reduce the general cases into
Case 2, and taking a non-central two dimensional ideal q ‡ z and its cen-
tralizer p, we divide it into three cases: 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and take X ¥ g0p and
Y ¥ q0 z as above. Let g ¥ G such that g · l ¥ d ++f. Note that once (3.7) is
well-defined, we directly find the semiinvariance of ao for (h, f).
Case 2.1. h=CX À h1. By the assumption G· l 5 (E ++f)+ ]” and
X ¥ d, we have P·d · l1 5 (E +1 +f)+ ]” for any d ¥ D.
We first suppose g ¥ P. Then by the induction hypothesis, we have
g · l1([V, V¯]) > 0 for V ¥ h1 0dC, and a real polarization b at l1, which is also
a real polarization at l, such that exp(E1+q)C=H¯1(gBC g−1 5 exp(E1+q)C).
Since Y is central in p and E 5 RY={0}, we have exp(E1+q)C=
exp(E1+z)C exp CY, H¯1(gBC g−1 5 exp(E1+q)C)=H¯1(gBC g−1 5 exp(E1+z)C)
exp CY, and exp(E1+z)C=H¯1(gBC g−1 5 exp(E1+z)C). Noting that H¯=
exp CXH¯1 and exp(E+z)C=exp CX exp(E1+z)C, we have that B has the
required property EzC=H¯(gBC g−1 5 EzC).
We have o(exp(xX) p)=e−`−1 f(X) xo(p) for x ¥ R and p ¥ P, and
o|Ez 5 P=o1 |Ez 5 P, where o1 is a function on exp(E1+q) associated with
gBg−1 which gives a non-zero element a1 of (H
−.
p1
)h1 , f under realization of
p1 as ind
P
B ql,
Oa1 , f1P=F
exp(E1+q)/(gBg
−1 5 exp(E1+q))
o1(p) f1(pg) dm1(p) (3.8)
for f1 ¥H.p1 , where dm1 is an invariant measure on exp(E1+q)/(gBg
−1 5
exp(E1+q)).
Noting that Ez/(gBg−1 5 Ez)=exp RX×(exp(E1+q)/(gBg−1 5
exp(E1+q))), take an invariant measure dm on Ez/(gBg−1 5 Ez) and a
Lebesgue measure dx on R such that dm=dx dm1. Realizing p as an
induced representation indGB ql, which is also regarded as ind
G
P p1, and
identifying G as R×P as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have
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Oao , f0 é f1P=F
Ez /(gBg
−1 5 Ez)
e−`−1 f(X) xo(p) f0(x) f1(pg) dm
=F
R
F
exp(E1+q)/(gBg
−1 5 exp(E1+q))
e−`−1 f(X) x
·f0(x) o1(p) f1(pg) dx dm1(p)
=F
R
e−`−1 f(X) x f0(x) dxOa1 , f1P
for test functions f0 ¥ C.c (R) and f1 ¥ C.c (P/B, ql). Thus ao is a non-zero
C−. vector.
We next treat a general g=g0 g1, where g0 ¥ exp RX and g1 ¥ P. Letting
g2=g0 g1 g
−1
0 ¥ P, we have g · l=g2 g0 · l, and applying the above arguments
to g0 · l and g2, we get a real polarization b0 at g0 · l such that EzC=
H¯(g2(exp b0C) g
−1
2 5 EzC). Let b=g−10 ·b0. Then b is a polarization at l and
EzC=H¯(gBC g−1 5 EzC), and the equivalence indGg0Bg −10 qg0 · l=indGB ql
naturally verifies the claim for l and g.
Case 2.2. h=C(X+`−1 Y) À h1. Then we have E=RX À E1 À RY,
[X, h1] … h1 and exp(RX) · (E +1 +f)+=(E +1 +f)+. Thus by the assump-
tion of l, we have P· (exp(xX) · l1) 5 (E +1 +f)+ ]” for all x ¥ R.
Suppose g ¥ P. Then by the induction hypothesis for l1, we have
g · l([V, V¯]) > 0 for V ¥ h1 0dC, which actually holds for all V ¥ h0dC
because of [X, Y] ¥ z and the assumption of l. We also have that there
exists a real polarization b at l1 such that exp(E1+q)C=H¯1(gBC g−1 5
exp(E1+q)C). Hence we have EzC=exp(E+q)C=exp C(X−`−1 Y)
exp(E1+q)C=exp C(X−`−1 Y) H¯1(gBC g−1 5 exp(E1+q)C)=H¯(gBC g−1
5 EzC).
Noting that exp(tX+gY)=exp(tX) exp(gY) exp(−12 tg[X, Y]) for t, g ¥C
we have
o(exp(xX) p)=e−l([X, Y]) x
2/2+(l(Y)−f(Y)−`−1 f(X)) xo(p), x ¥ R, p ¥ P.
Remarking that o|exp(E1+q) gives a C
−. vector a1 of p1=ind
P
B ql by (3.8),
and that Ez=exp RX×(exp(E1+q)/(gBg−1 5 exp(E1+q)), we realize p as
in Case 2.1, and get
Oao , f0 é f1P=F
R
a0(x) f0(x) dxOa1 , f1P,
where a0(x)=e−l([X, Y]) x
2/2+(l(Y)−f(Y)−`−1 f(X)) x. Thus ao is a C−. vector.
We can treat a general g ¥ G0P as in Case 2.1.
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Case 2.3. h=h1, and Y ¥ d. Writing g=g0 g1 with g0=exp(x0X) and
g1 ¥ P, we have g0 · l(Y)=f(Y), and P· l1 5 (g−10 ·E +1 +g−10 ·f)+ ]”. By
the induction hypothesis for l1, g
−1
0 ·h and g
−1
0 ·f, we have `−1 g1 · l1
([g−10 ·V, g
−1
0 · V¯]) > 0 for all V ¥ h, and we get a real polarization b at l1
such that exp(g−10 ·E+q)C=g
−1
0 H¯g0(g1BC g
−1
1 5 exp(g−10 ·E+q)C), hencewe
get EzC=exp(E+z)C=exp(E+q)C=H¯(g0 g1BC(g0 g1)−1 5 exp(E+q)C)=
H¯(gBC g−1 5 EzC). Define og0 on exp(g−10 ·E+q) associated with g−10 ·f on
g−10 · h¯ and g1 · l on g1 ·b, and o on Ez associated with f on h¯ and l on b.
Then og0 (s)=o(g0sg
−1
0 ) for s ¥ exp(g−10 ·E+q), and og0 gives a non-zero
element ag0 of (H
−.
p1
)g0 ·h, g0 ·f by the induction hypothesis. Thus normalizing
invariant measures dm on Ez/(gBg−1 5 Ez) and dmŒ on g−10 Ez g0/(g1Bg−11 5
g−10 Ez g0), we have
Oao , f0 é f1P=F
Ez /(gBg
−1 5 Ez)
o(p) f(pg) dm(p)
=F
g −10 Ezg0 /(g1Bg
−1
1 5 g −10 Ezg0)
o(g0 pg
−1
0 ) f(g0 pg1) dmŒ(p)
=f0(g0) Oag0 , f1P
for test functions f=f0 é f1. Thus ao is a C−. vector. L
Remark 3.3. Let g be a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra, and let h, f, l,
p=pl be as in Theorem 3.1, and suppose they satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. Take a real polarization b at l arbitrarily and
let g ¥ G such that g · l ¥ d ++f. Then b satisfies EzC=H¯(gBC g−1 5 EzC),
and we have (3.7).
In fact, for any vector Y ¥ b0 z, we have a non-central ideal q=RY+z,
and denoting the centralizer of q by p, we have q … b … p. Thus the claim
can be proved by induction on dim g. We omit the details.
The next proposition shall be used in Section 4 in order to construct an
intertwining operator for the decomposition of a holomorphically induced
representation. When h is a positive polarization (with g nilpotent), the
holomorphic induction r=r(h, f, 0) is irreducible, and the operator
fQ sf defined in proposition 3.4 is just an intertwining operator between r
and p. A similar expression of such intertwining operators between irre-
ducible representations are obtained in [7, Theorem 3.3].
Proposition 3.4. Under the assumption inTheorem 3.1, suppose (H−.p )
h, f
] {0}, and take a ¥ (H−.p )h, f0{0}. For f ¥H.p , define a function sf
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on G by
sf(g)=Of, p(g) aP, g ¥ G.
Then we have sf(gx)=qf˜(x)−1 sf(g) for all g ¥ G, x ¥ DZ, where f˜ ¥ (d+z)*
defined by f˜|d=f|d, f˜|z=l|z, and qf˜(exp X)=e`−1 f˜(X) for X ¥ d+z, and
we have
||sf ||
2
G/DZ=F
G/DZ
|sf(g)|2 dmG, DZ <.,
where mG, DZ is a G-invariant measure on G/DZ. Furthermore, the mapping
fW sf extends to a non-zero bounded operator from Hp into L2(G/DZ, qf˜),
the Hilbert space of functions on G that are covariant like qf˜ along
DZ-cosets and square integrable for mG, DZ.
Proof. Once again, we use induction on dim g, and we may assume that
there are no non-zero central ideals included in ker l because general cases
are reduced to it. We may also choose l so that l ¥ E ++f since there exists
a non-zero semi-invariant vector. We follow the process of induction in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 retaining the notation, distinguishing the three pos-
sibilities: Cases 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and realizing p as indGB ql by the same manner.
Let d0=d+z, D0=exp d0, and let d1=(h1 5 p)+q, D1=exp d1. Let
f˜1 ¥ dg1 such that f˜1 |d 5 p=f|d 5 p, f˜1 |q=l|q. Suppose that the proposition is
verified for lower dimensional groups. Denote If, u=>G/DZ sf u¯ dmG, DZ for
f ¥H.p and u ¥ L2(G/DZ, qf˜).
Case 2.1. Wemay identifyG/D0 with (P/D1)×(exp q/Z) sinceG/D0 4
P/(D0 5 P) 4 (P/D1)×(D1/(D0 5 P)) and (D1/(D0 5 P)) 4 (exp q/Z)
by the assumption q 5 (d+z)=z of this case. Taking a weak Malcev basis
of p through d1, having p=RX1 À · · · À RXm À d1, m=dim P/D1, we
parametrizeP/D1 withRm byRm ¦ x=(x1 , ..., xm)W p(x) D1, where p(x)=
exp x1X1 · · · exp xmXm, and parametrize G/D0 4 P/(D0 5 P) with Rm×R
by Rm×R ¦ (x, y)W p(x) exp(yY)(D0 5 P). Then taking Lebesgue mea-
sures on Rm and R, we obtain P-invariant measures dmP, D1=dp=
dp(x) on P/D1 and dmP, (D0 5 P)=dp(x) dy on P/(D0 5 P) by these
parametrizations.
Let u=u1 é uY, where u1 ¥ C.c (P/D1 , qf˜1 ) and uY ¥ C.c (exp q/Z)=
C.c (R), and let f=f0 é f1, where f0 ¥ C.c (R) and f1 ¥ C.c (P/B, ql). We
write the (Euclidean) Fourier transform of v ¥ L1(R) by v1: v1(l)=
>R e`−1 lyv(y) dy, l ¥ R. Recalling that a is given by (3.1) and exp(xX) D1
exp(−xX)=D1, we have
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If, u=F
P/(D0 5 P)
Of, p(p exp(yY)) aP u(p, y) dp dy
=F
P/D1
F
R
F
R
a0(x) e−`−1 yl(Y−x[X, Y])f0(x)
·Op1(exp(−xX) p−1 exp(xX)) f1 , a1P u1(p) uY(y) dx dy dp
=F
R
F
P/D1
a0(x) f0(x) uY5 (l(Y)−xl([X, Y]))
·Op1(p)−1 f1 , a1P u1(exp(xX) p exp(−xX)) dp dx. (3.9)
Let s1f1 be the function on P defined by s
1
f1
(p)=Of1 , p1(p) a1P for p ¥ P.
By the induction hypothesis for p, h1, f1, p1, we have that the mapping
f1 W s
1
f1
extends to a non-zero bounded operator from Hp1 into
L2(P/D1 , qf˜1 ); there exists c1 > 0 independent of f1 such that
||s1f1 ||P/D1 [ c1 ||f1 ||Hp1 .
Thus we have
|If, u | [ F
R
|f0(x) uY5 (−l(Y)+xl([X, Y]))|
· ||s1f1 ||P/D1 ||u1(exp(xX) p exp(−xX))||P/D1 dx
[ F
R
|f0(x) uY5 (−l(Y)+xl([X, Y]))| c1 ||f1 ||P/B ||u1 ||P/D1 dx
[ c ||f0 ||R ||uY ||R ||f1 ||P/B ||u1 ||P/D1
=c ||f||Hp ||u||P/(D0 5 P) .
Here c ¥ R is independent of f and u. Since such test functions u and f are
dense in L2(G/D0 , qf˜) and L2(G/B, ql)=Hp, respectively, the above
inequality implies that sf is square integrable on G/D0(=G/DZ) and the
mapping fW sf is bounded. Furthermore, it is a non-zero operator. In
fact, suppose If, u=0 for all those test functions f and u above. Then by
(3.9), we have >P/D1 Of1 , p1(p) a1P u1(p) dp=0 for all test functions f1 and
u1, which contradicts the induction hypothesis.
Case 2.2. We have d1=d+q, and identifyG/D0 with (G/P)×(P/D1)×
(exp q/Z). Taking a weak Malcev basis of p through d1, we parametrize
P/D1 as in Case 2.1, and G/D0 by R×Rm×R ¦ (s, x, y)W exp(sX) p(x)
exp(yY) D0, and we get invariant measures ds on G/P, dmP, D1=dp=
dp(x) on P/D1, dy on exp q/Z, dmG, D0=ds dp dy on G/D0 from Lebesgue
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measures. Let u=u0 é u1 é uY, where u1 ¥ C.c (P/D1 , qf˜1 ) and u0=u0(s) ¥
C.c (G/P)=C
.
c (R),uY=uY(y) ¥ C.c (exp q/Z)=C.c (R),andletf=f0 é f1
be as in Case 2.1. Remarking that [X, d1]=[X+`−1 Y, d1] … d1, and a
is given by (3.1) with (3.4), we have
If, u=F
G/D0
Of, p(exp(sX) p exp(yY)) aP u(s, p, y) ds dp dy
=F
R
F
P/D1
F
R
a0(x) f0(x+s) uY5 (l(Y)−xl([X, Y]))
·Op1(p)−1 f1 , a1P u0(s) u1(exp(xX) p exp(−xX)) ds dp dx.
Note that we have (3.10) and that when a ] 0, i.e., l([X, Y]) > 0, the
function a0 is square integrable. Thus we get
|If, u | [ F
R
F
R
|a0(x) f0(x+s) u0(s) uY5 (l(Y)−xl([X, Y]))|
· ||s1f1 ||P/D1 ||u1(exp(xX) p exp(−xX))||P/D1 ds dx
[ F
R
|a0(x) uY5 (l(Y)−xl([X, Y]))| ||f0 ||R ||u0 ||R c1 ||f1 ||P/B ||u1 ||P/D1 dx
[ c0 ||a0 ||R ||uY ||R ||u0 ||R ||f0 ||R ||f1 ||P/B ||u1 ||P/D1
=c ||f||Hp ||u||G/D0 ,
where c0 , c ¥ R are independent of f and u. As in Case 2.1, we can verify
the claim for sf.
Case 2.3. Since q … d … p, we have d1=d0, and identify G/D0 with
(G/P)×(P/D0). Using the parametrization of G/P and P/D0 (=P/D1)
as in Case 2.2, we obtain a coordinate map for G/D0: R×Rm ¦
(s, x)W exp(sX) p(x) D0, and invariant measures ds on G/P, dmP, D0=dp
on P/D0, dmG, D0=ds dp on G/D0 as above. For u=u0 é u1, where
u0 ¥ C.c (G/P)=C.c (R), u1 ¥ C.c (P/D0 , qf˜1 ), and f=f0 é f1 as in Case
2.1, noting that a is given by (3.5) and (3.6) with x0=0, we have (3.10) and
If, u=F
R
F
R
f0(s)Op1(p)−1 f1 , a1P u0(s) u1(p) ds dp,
|If, u | [ ||f0 ||R ||u0 ||R c1 ||f1 ||P/B ||u1 ||P/D0=c1 ||f||G/B ||u||G/D0 ,
where c1 ¥ R is independent of f and u. Thus Proposition 3.4 is proved. L
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4. HOLOMORPHICALLY INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS
We return to the setting of Section 2: Let g be a normal j-algebra of rank
r, G=exp g, f ¥ g* of which G-orbit is open, and let h be a positive weak
polarization at f. Retaining the notation in Section 2, we shall be concerned
with holomorphically induced representations r=r(h, f, d).
Let l ¥ g* such that G· l is open, and b be a real polarization at l satisfying
the Pukanszky condition and g1 … b … p0. Suppose G· l 5 (E+f)+ ]”,
and let g ¥ G such that g · l ¥ (E ++f)+. Then gBC g−1 5 H¯ … exp dC 5 P0C
since g · a([Z, Z¯]) > 0 for all Z ¥ h0 0(dC 5 p0C). Noting that ((h0+h¯0) 5
p0)+g1=(E 5 p0)+g1 , we have exp((E 5 p0)+g1)C=H¯0(gBC g−1 5
exp((E 5 p0)+g1)C) by Remark 3.3 for h0, f and a real polarization g ·b at
g · l. On the other hand, we have exp(E+g1)C=H¯ exp((E 5 p0)+g1)C by
Lemma 1.7. Thus letting er=E+g1 and Er=exp er, we have
Er C=H¯(gBC g−1 5 Er C) (4.1)
and define a function hC=hg C on Er C by
hC(h¯gbg−1)=q¯H¯(h¯) q¯BC (b), h¯ ¥ H¯, b ¥ B, (4.2)
where q¯H¯ and q¯BC are characters on H¯ and BC such that
dq¯H¯=−`−1 f−d, dq¯BC=−`−1 l. (4.3)
Let h=hC |Er , and take an Er-invariant measure dmEr /(gBg −1 5 Er) on Er/
(gBg−1 5 Er). Realizing p as indGB ql in Hp=L2(G/B, ql), define a
distribution ag by
Oag , fP=F
Er /(gBg
−1 5 Er)
h(p) f(pg) dmEr , (gBg −1 5 Er)(p) (4.4)
for test functions f ¥H.p with compact support modulo B. Then ag has a
semiinvariance for h, f, d:
Op(Z¯) ag , fP=O(`−1 f(Z¯)+d(Z¯)) ag , fP, -Z ¥ h.
We also define a function sf on G by
sf(p)=Of, p(p) agP, p ¥ G. (4.5)
Then we have sf(py)=q
−1
f (y) D
1/2
D, G(y) sf(p) for all y ¥ D and p ¥ G, and
R(Z) f=(−`−1 f(Z)+d(Z)) f for all Z ¥ h by the semiinvariance of ag.
Supposing that sf is square integrable modulo D, we have r(x) sf=sp(x) f.
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We shall prove that if d is an element of the subset X … E* defined below,
then sf is square integrable modulo D, and the mapping fW sf ¥Hr
extends to a bounded intertwining operator Rg from Hp into Hr.
If h is totally complex and l=f (g=e), then (4.1) is GC=H¯BC, and the
distribution ag defined by (4.4) is actually an element of Hp, ag=h. In this
case, our process of defining an intertwining operator coincides with that in
[12], where r 4 p.
Now we define the set X as follows. For each k (1 [ k [ r) such that
E 5 pk ] E 5 p −k and d 5 pk … p −k, take a vector X (k) ¥ (E 5 pk)0(E 5 p −k)
such that the conditions (i) and (ii) below are satisfied:
(i) ak(X (k))=1,
(ii) There exists Y (k) ¥ qk such that Z (k)=X(k)+`−1 Y (k) ¥ h.
Denote X={X (k); 1 [ k [ r, where E 5 pk ] E 5 p −k and d 5 pk … p −k}. Let
d0 ¥ (E 5 (n+d))* be defined by
d0 |E 5 n=0, d0 |d=
1
2 tr adg/d ,
and let
X={c ¥ E*; c|E 5 (n+d)=d0 , c(X(k)) \ 12 tr adpk−1 /(d 5 pk−1)(X
(k)), -X (k) ¥X}.
(4.6)
Note that tr adpk−1 /(d 5 pk−1)(X
(k)) makes sense because of (ii) and Lemma
1.10. We remark that X ]” and X is determined independently of the
choice of X. In fact, if X (k) and X (k)0 satisfy (i) and (ii), then we have
X (k)0 ¥X (k)+(E 5 pk 5 [g, g])+(d 5 pk−1) by similar arguments as in
Section 1 concerning the action ad X (k).
Theorem 4.1. Let G=exp g, f ¥ g*, h, E and D=exp d be as in
Theorem 2.1. Take d ¥ X. For each open orbit G· l intersecting (E ++f)+,
let S+=S+(G · l) be a set of g ¥ G which gives a system of representatives
of D-orbits in G· l 5 (E ++f)+; 1g ¥S+ Dg· l=(E ++f)+ 5 G· l.
Then for each g ¥S+, the mapping fW sf extends to a bounded operator
Rg :Hp QHr intertwining p and r. The operators Rg, g ¥S+, are linearly
independent.
Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 4.1 imply our main result:
Theorem 4.2. Let G=exp g, f, h, E, D=exp d, d ¥ X be as in Theorem
4.1, and define a holomorphically induced representation r=r(h, f, d). Then
the space of r is non-zero, and r is decomposed into a direct sum of
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irreducible representations pO corresponding to open orbits O such that
O 5 (E ++f)+ ]”:
r(h, f, d)= C À
O : open
m(O) pO ,
where m(O) is the number of D-orbits in O 5 (E ++f)+. Realizing pO on a
Hilbert space HpO , we have that the dimension of the space of semi-invariant
vectors coincides with the multiplicity of pO, which is equal to m(O):
dim(H−.pO )
h, f, d=m(O).
Remark 4.3. By Penney’s abstract Plancherel theorem [11, Theorem
II.6], we have the inequality dim(H−.pO )
h, f, d \ m(p), where m(p) is the
multiplicity of p in r(h, f, d), as follows: Let b be the distribution defined
by Ob, fP=f(e) for f ¥H.r =H(h, f, d).. Then b ¥H−.r and b has the
semiinvariance r(Z¯) b=(`−1 f(Z¯)+d(Z¯)) b for all Z ¥ h. Along with
the decomposition of r into a direct sum of irreducible representations
of G, the C−. vector b is decomposed into a direct sum of C−. vectors
ap of irreducible representations p with the semiinvariance p(Z¯) ap=
(`−1f(Z¯)+d(Z¯)) ap for all Z ¥ h. Thus the multiplicity of p is bounded
above by the dimension of the space of semi-invariant vectors.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Assuming Theorem 4.1, we deduce Theorem 4.2.
Recall that r(h, f, d) is a subrepresentation of the induced representation
indGD qf from the character qf on D defined by qf(exp X)=e
`−1 f(X),
X ¥ d. We also remark that the set of elements l ¥ d ++f with open orbits
G· l is non-empty Zariski open in d ++f. Thus by the description of
decompositions of monomial representations of exponential groups in
terms of the orbit method [6], we have that indGD qf is decomposed into a
direct sum of irreducible representations corresponding to open orbits
which intersect d ++f, that is, the Borel measure on G1 associated with the
decomposition into irreducibles is supported on such open orbits. There-
fore, by Theorem 2.1, we have that r(h, f, d) is decomposed into a direct
sum of irreducible representations p corresponding to open orbits O(p) and
the multiplicities of p are at most m(O(p)). On the other hand, Theorem
4.1 shows that such multiplicities (thus the dimensions of the spaces of semi-
invariant vectors) are at least m(O(p)), which implies Theorem 4.2. (In
particular, the space of r(h, f, d) is non-zero because (E ++f)+ ]”.) L
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Along with the sequence {Pk}, we shall induc-
tively construct and prove the intertwining operator Rg to be bounded. Let
g ¥S+(G · l), and describing g=p0 p1 · · · pr, where pk ¥ Pk (0 [ k [ r), let
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gk=pk · · · pr. Then we have gk · l(X)=f(X) for all X ¥ E 5 qk. For each k
(0 [ k [ r), denote ek=E 5 pk+g1, Ek=exp ek, and take an Ek-invariant
measure dmEk , (gBg −1 5 Ek) on Ek/(gBg
−1 5 Ek). Let pk=indPkB ql be realized
on L2(Pk/B, ql). For test functions f ¥ C.c (Pk/B, ql), define a distribution
ak=akg by
Oak, fP=F
Ek /(gBg
−1 5 Ek)
h(p) f(g−1k+1pg) dmEk , (gBg −1 5 Ek)(p), (4.7)
and define a function skf on Pk by
skf(p)=Of, pk(g
−1
k+1pgk+1) a
kP, p ¥ Pk. (4.8)
Writing gr+1=e (unit element), we have a r=ag, and
Oak, (pk(g
−1
k+1 ·Z)−`−1 f(Z)+d(Z)) fP=0, -Z ¥ h 5 pkC (4.9)
for 0 [ k [ r.
Let dk=(d 5 pk)+qk+1 and Dk=exp dk. We have skf(pq)=q−1l (g−1qg)
skf(p) for p ¥ Pk and q ¥ exp qk+1, and by the semiinvariance (4.9), we
have skf(px)=q
−1
f (x) e
d(X)skf(p) for p ¥ Pk and x=exp X ¥ D 5 Pk. Note
that for X ¥ d 5 pk, we have d(X)=12 tr adg/d(X)=12 tr adpk /(pk 5 d)(X)=
1
2 tr adpk /dk (X). Letting f˜=f˜k ¥ d
g
k be defined by f˜|d 5 pk=f|d 5 pk and f˜|qk+1=
g· l|qk+1 (note that g · l|d 5 qk+1=f), we have
skf(py)=qf˜(y)
−1 D1/2Dk , Pk (y) s
k
f(p), -p ¥ Pk , -y ¥ Dk. (4.10)
Let rk=ind
Pk
Dk qf˜k be realized on Hrk=L
2(Pk/Dk , qf˜k ), the Hilbert space
of functions v on Pk with the covariance v(py)=q
−1
f˜k (y) D
1/2
Dk , Pk (y) v(p) for
p ¥ Pk, y ¥ Dk and square integrable for an associated Pk-invariant form
mPk , Dk , and let Yk be the automorphism of Pk defined by xWYk(x)=
g−1k+1xgk+1. Thenwhen s
k
f is square integrablemoduloDk, we have rk(x) s
k
f=
sk(pk p Yk)(x) f for all x ¥ Pk. Starting from k=0, we shall inductively prove the
following Claim (k) for 0 [ k [ r; Claim (r) gives the operator Rg.
Claim (k). skf is square integrable modulo Dk, and the mapping fW s
k
f
extends to a non-zero bounded operator from Hpk p Yk (=L
2(Pk/B, ql)) into
Hrk intertwining pk pYk and rk.
k=0. By applying Proposition 3.4 for p0, g
−1
1 ·h 5 p0C and g−11 ·f|p0 ,
we have that there exists c1 > 0 such that ||s˜f ||P0 /g −11 D0 g1 [ c1 ||f||P0 /B, where
s˜f(p)=Of, p0(p) a0P, p ¥ P0, that is, s0f(p)=s˜f(g−11 pg1). Thus ||s0f ||P0 /D0 [
c ||f||P0 /B with some constant c > 0 independent of f, and this implies the
claim for k=0.
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Assume the claim for k−1. We shall give refinements {Pk, s} for the
sequence {Pk}, and inductively construct intertwining operators along with
the refinements and verify the claim for k. Let us separately discuss Case 1,
d 5 pk … p −k, and Case 2, d 5 pk ^ … p −k.
Case 1. Suppose d 5 pk … p −k. Take bases {Xs=X(k) g · ljs , js ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk}
and {Yj=Y
(k) g · l
j , 1 [ j [ q} with properties of Lemma 2.2. If E 5 pk ]
E 5 p −k, then we may assume that ak(Xs)=1 for Xs ¥ E 5 (pk 0p −k) and
Xi ¥ [g, g] for Xi ¥ E 5 p −k. Let ek, 0=ek−1, and
ek, s=RXs À · · · À RX1 À ek, 0 , js ¥ Ik 2 Iˇk , 1 [ s [ n=dim ek/ek−1.
Denoting Ek, s=exp ek, s, we describe the function h on Ek, s=exp(RXs)
Ek, s−1. Let Ls=L
(k)
s =g· l([Xs , Yjs]) (=g· l([X
(k) g · l
js , Y
(k) g · l
js ])), and define
a function Js on R as follows:
Js(xs)=˛e (−d(Xs)−`−1 f(Xjs )) xs if Xs ¥ d,e−Ls x2s /2+(−d(Xs)−`−1 f(Xs)) xs if Xs ¥ (E0d) 5 p −k,
e−Ls e
−xs+(−Ls −d(Xs)−`−1 f(Xs)) xseLs if Xs ¨ p −k, Yjs ¨ q
−
k,
e−4Ls e
−xs/2+(−2Ls −d(Xs)−`−1 f(Xs)) xse4Ls if Xs ¨ p −k, Yjs ¥ q
−
k.
(4.11)
Then we have h(exp(tXs) p)=Js(t) h(p) for t ¥ R, p ¥ Ek, s−1.
Proof. We write Xs=X, Yjs=Y. If X ¥ p
−
k and Y ¥ q −k, then h can be
treated as o in Lemma 3.2. If X ¥ p −k and Y ¥ qk 0q −k, we have s=js=1 and
exp(tX) exp(gY)=exp(tX+gY) exp(12 tg[X, Y]−
1
6 t
2g[X, [X, Y]])
for t, g ¥ C. Remarking that pg · l(U)=g· l(U) for p ¥ Ek, 0, U ¥ qk, 1, and
f(Y)=g· l(Y), we have
h(exp tXp)=h 1exp(t(X−`−1 Y)) pp−1 exp 1− `−1
2
t2[X, Y]
+
`−1
6
t3[X, [X, Y]]2 exp(`−1 tY) p2
=e−`−1 (f(X)−`−1 f(Y)) t−
1
2 g · l([X, Y]) t
2+g · l(Y) th(p)
=Js(t) h(p).
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We next treat cases of X ¥ pk 0p −k. Note that if A, B ¥ g satisfies [A, B]=
aB, a ¥ R, then
exp(tA+gB)=exp(tA) exp 1 g
at
(1−e−at) B2
for t, g ¥ C. (We define gat (1−e
−at)=g if t=0 or a=0.)
Let T, V, Y0 , Q0 be as in (1.5). Noting that Q0=[T, Y0]−
1
2 Y0=
[T, Y0]−
1
2 [T, V]+
1
2 V, Q1/2=Y0+2Q0=2[T, Y0], Q1=V+2Y0+2Q0=
[T, V]+2[T, Y0] satisfy [T, Qj]=jQj for j=0,
1
2 , 1, we have V=Q1−
2Q1/2+2Q0 and
exp(tT+gV)=exp(tT) exp 1g
t
(1−e−t) Q1−
4g
t
(1−e−t/2) Q1/2+2gQ0 2
=exp(tT) exp(c1V+c2[T, V]+c3[T, Y0]),
where c1=c1(t, g)=g, c2=c2(t, g)=
g
t (1−e
−t)−g, c3=c3(t, g)=
2g
t (1−e
−t)− 8gt (1−e
−t/2)+2g. We also have Y0=Q1/2−2Q0 and
exp(tT+gY0)=exp(tT) exp 12g
t
(1−e−t/2) Q1/2−2gQ0 2
=exp(tT) exp(c(t, g)[T, Y0]+gY0),
where c(t, g)=4gt (1−e
−t/2)−2g, for t, g ¥ C.
Thus for the case of X ¥ pk 0p −k and Y ¥ qk 0q −k (js=s=1), writing
W=[X, Y]−Y ¥ gk, 2 andci(t, −`−1 t)=ci(t) (i=1, 2, 3),wehavec1(t)=
−`−1 t, c2(t)=`−1 (−(1−e−t)+t) and
h(exp(tX) p)=h(exp(t(X−`−1 Y)) exp(−c1(t) Y− c2(t)[X, Y]
− c3(t)[X, W]) p)
=e (−`−1 f(X)−d(X)−f(Y)) t+`−1 (g · l(c1(t) Y+c2(t)[X, Y]))h(p).
For the case of X ¥ pk 0p −k and Y ¥ q −k, we have c(t)=c(t, −`−1 t)=
−4`−1 (1−e−t/2)+2`−1 t,
h(exp(tX) p)=e(−`−1 f(X)−d(X)−f(Y)) t+`−1 g · l(c(t)[X, Y]−`−1 tY)h(p).
We obtain that h(exp(tX) p)=Js(t) h(p) as above. L
Case 1.1. Suppose E 5 pk ] E 5 p −k. Taking a subalgebra wk … g (k)0 5 p −k
such that pk=((E 5 pk)+pk−1) À wk, we have Pk=exp(RXn) · · · exp(RX1)
exp wkPk−1. Let pk, 0=wk À pk−1, pk, s=RXs À · · ·RX1 À pk, 0, and Pk, s=
exp pk, s for 0 [ s [ n.Describingpk=wkh1 · · · hs · · · hn, where hs=exp(tsXs) ¥
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exp RXs and wk ¥ wk, let gk, 0=w−1k gk=h1 · · · hn gk+1, gk, s=h−1s gk, s−1=
hs+1 · · · hn gk+1 for 1 [ s [ n−1, and gk, n=gk+1. Let p˘k, s=g−1k, s ·pk, s, P˘k, s=
exp p˘k, s and ys=ind
P˘k, s
B ql for 0 [ s [ n. For a test function f ¥ C.c (P˘k.s/B, ql),
define a distribution b s by
Ob s, fP=F
Ek, s /(gBg
−1 5 Ek, s)
h(p1) f(g
−1
k, sp1 g) dm
g
s (p1), (4.12)
taking an Ek, s-invariant measure dm
g
s on Ek, s/(gBg
−1 5 Ek, s). Using the
convention qk, j0=qk, let dk, s=(d 5 pk, s)+qk, js (=(d 5 pk, s)+qk+1+RYq+
·· ·+RYjs+1) and Dk, s=exp dk, s. Let f˜=f˜k, s ¥ d
g
k, s such that f˜|d 5 pk, s=
f|d 5 pk, s and f˜|qk, js=g· l|qk, js . Then, for y=exp Y ¥ exp qk, js and p ¥ Ek, s, we
have h(yp)=q¯BC (g
−1p−1ypg) h(p)=e−`−1 g· l(p
−1 ·Y)h(p)=e−`−1 g· l(Y)h(p)=
q−1f˜ (y) h(p) since pg · l=g· l on qk, js . For y=exp Y ¥ D 5 Pk, s, we have
h(yp)=q−1f˜ (y) e
−d(Y)h(p), and tr adg/d(Y)=tr adpk, s /(d 5 pk, s)(Y)=tr adpk, s /dk, s
(Y) since Y ¥ p −k. Thus the following semiinvariance holds:
Oys(g
−1
k, sygk, s) b
s, fP=qf˜(y) D
1/2
Dk, s , Pk, s (y)Ob
s, fP, -y ¥ Dk, s. (4.13)
We also define a function sk, sf on Pk, s by
sk, sf (p)=OD
−1/2
P˘k, s , Pkf, ys(g
−1
k, spgk, s) b
sP D1/2Pk, s , Pk (p), p ¥ Pk, s. (4.14)
In the sequel, we often denote Ds, n=DPk, s , Pk , D˘s, n=DP˘k, s , Pk . Remark that
sk, sf (p)=OD˘
−1/2
s, n ys(g
−1
k, spgk, s)
−1 f, b sP. By the semiinvariance of b s (4.13), we
have
sk, sf (py)=q
−1
f˜ (y) D
1/2
Dk, s , Pk, s (y) s
k, s
f (p), -y ¥ Dk, s , -p ¥ Pk, s. (4.15)
Let rk, s=ind
Pk, s
Dk, s qf˜ be realized in Hrk, s=L
2(Pk, s/Dk, s , qf˜), and let
Yk, s : Pk, s Q P˘k, s be the isomorphism defined by Yk, s(x)=g
−1
k, sxgk, s for
x ¥ Pk, s. Then we have rk, s(x) sk, sf =sk, s(ys p Yk, s)(x) f for x ¥ Pk, s if s
k, s
f ¥Hrk, s .
We shall prove the following claim for each 0 [ s [ n:
Claim (k, s). We have sk, sf ¥Hrk, s . The mapping fW s
k, s
f extends to a
bounded operator from Hys p Yk, s (=L
2(P˘k, s/B, ql)) into Hrk, s (=L
2(Pk, s/
Dk, s , qf˜)) intertwining ys pYk, s and rk, s.
Recall that qk, js−1=qk, jsÁRYjs À js −1j=js−1+1 RYj, where Yj=Y(k) g · lj , and
Yj ¥ d for js−1+1 [ j [ js−1. Thus we have ((d 5 pk, s)+qk, js−1 )/((d 5 pk, s)
+qk, js ) 4 RYjs , for 1 [ s [ n, and identify
Pk, 0/Dk, 0=Pk, 0/Dk−1 4 exp wk×(Pk−1/Dk−1),
Pk, s/Dk, s 4 3exp(RXs)×(Pk, s−1/Dk, s−1)× exp(RYjs ) if Xs ¥ E0d(Pk, s−1/Dk, s−1)× exp(RYjs ) if Xs ¥ d.
(4.16)
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Noting that Ds−1, s(p)=DPk, s−1 , Pk, s (p)=1 for p ¥ Pk, s−1 5 exp p −k ( ‡ Dk, s),
we can normalize left invariant measures (or associated invariant forms
[2, Chap. V]) dmPk−1 , Dk−1 , dmWk , dms=dmPk, s , Dk, s , dms−1=dmPk, s−1 , Dk, s−1 , dx,
dy on Pk−1/Dk−1, exp wk, Pk, s/Dk, s, Pk, s−1/Dk, s−1, exp(RXs), exp(RYjs ),
respectively, such that dm0=dmWk dmPk−1 , Dk−1 , dms=D
−1
s−1, s dx dms−1 dy or
dms=dms−1 dy, where dx and dy are Lebesgue measures on R transferred
to exp(RXs) and exp(RYjs ). We also identify
Ek, s/(gBg−1 5 Ek, s) 4 exp(RXs)×(Ek, s−1/(gBg−1 5 Ek, s−1)),
P˘k, 0/B 4 exp(g−1k ·wk)×(Pk−1/B),
P˘k, s/B 4 exp(Rg−1k, s−1 ·Xs)×(P˘k, s−1/B), (1 [ s [ n),
(4.17)
remarking that P˘k, s=g
−1
k, sPk, s gk, s=g
−1
k, s−1Pk, s gk, s−1 for 1 [ s [ n. We regard
dx as the measure on exp(Rgk, s−1 ·Xs) transferred via the mapping
R ¦ xW exp(xgk, s−1 ·Xs), and let dmWgk be the measure on exp(g
−1
k ·wk)
defined by dmWk via the mapping exp wk ¦ wW g
−1
k wgk. Normalize
invariant measures dmgs , dm
g
s−1, dmPk−1 , B, dns=dmP˘k, s , B, dns−1=dmP˘k, s−1 , B on
Ek, s/(gBg−1 5 Ek, s), Ek, s−1/(gBg−1 5 Ek, s−1), Pk−1/B, P˘k, s/B, P˘k, s−1/B,
respectively, such that dmgs=D
−1
s−1, s dx dm
g
s−1, dn0=dmWgk dmPk −1, B, dns=
D−1P˘k, s−1 , P˘k, s=dx dns−1. Then for test functions f=f0 é f1 with f0 ¥ C.c (exp
(g−1k ·wk)), f1 ¥ C.c (Pk−1/B, ql), we have that
Ob0, fP=f0(g
−1
k wk gk) Oa
k−1, f1P. (4.18)
Regarding C.c (exp(Rgk, s−1 ·Xs)) as C
.
c (R), for test functions f=f0 é f1
with f0 ¥ C.c (R), f1 ¥ C.c (P˘k, s−1/B, ql), we have that b s (1 [ s [ n) is of the
form
Ob s, fP=F
R
Js(x) f0(x+ts) Obs−1 , f1D
−1
P˘k, s−1 , P˘k, sP dx. (4.19)
(We regard b0=ak−1 if wk={0}.) For 0 [ s [ n and for test functions f
above and u ¥ C.c (Pk, s/Dk, s , qf˜), we shall denote Ik, sf, u=>Pk, s /Dk, s sk, sf (p)
u(p) dms.
Step (k, 0). s=0: In the setting of (4.16), (4.17), let f=f0 é f1 be a
test function as above, and let u=u0 é u1 be a test function such that
u0 ¥ C.c (exp wk), u1 ¥ C.c (Pk−1/Dk−1 , qf˜). By (4.18), we get
Oy0(g
−1
k, 0(wp)
−1 gk, 0) f, b0P=f0(g
−1
k wkwgk)Opk−1(g
−1
k pgk) f1 , a
k−1P
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for w ¥ exp wk and p ¥ Pk−1. Because of the hypothesis for k−1, we have
||sk−1f1 ||Pk−1 /Dk−1 [ c ||f1||Pk−1 /B with some c > 0 independent of f1. Thus we have
|Ik, 0f, u |=:F
Pk, 0 /Dk, 0
Oy0(g
−1
k, 0(wp)
−1 gk, 0) f, b0P u(w, p) dm0 :
=: F
exp wk
F
Pk−1 /Dk−1
f0(g
−1
k wkwgk)Opk−1(g
−1
k pgk)
−1 f0 , ak−1P
· u0(w) u1(p) dmWk (w) dmPk−1 /Dk−1 :
[ ||f0 ||exp(g −1k ·wk) ||u0 ||exp wk ||s
k−1
f1
||Pk−1 /Dk−1 ||u1 ||Pk−1 /Dk−1
[ c ||f||P˘k, 0 /B ||u||Pk, 0 /Dk, 0 .
This verifies the claim for (k, 0).
Step (k, s). Supposing that the claim is verified for s−1, we shall prove
it for s. Denote h(t)=exp(tXs) (t ¥ R). For a C. vector f=f0 é f1 of ys as
in (4.19), y, t ¥ R, p1 ¥ Ek, s−1, we have
ys(Yk, s(exp(yYjs )))
−1 f(t+ts , gk, s−1 p1 g)
=qg · l(h(−t) exp(−yYjs ) h(t)) f(t+ts , gk, s−1 p1 g).
We distinguish the four possibilities: (i) Xs ¥ E0d and pk, s−1 … p −k, (ii)
Xs ¥ E0d and pk, s−1 ^ … p −k, (iii) Xs ¥ d and pk, s−1 … p −k, (iv) Xs ¥ d and
pk, s−1 ^ … p −k.
(i) Suppose Xs ¥ E0d and pk, s−1 … p −k. Then we have Ds−1, s=1 and
ys(Yk, s(h(x) p))−1 f(t+ts , g
−1
k, s−1p1 g)
=ys−1(g
−1
k, s−1h(−t) ph(t) gk, s−1)
−1 f(ts+t+x, g
−1
k, s−1p1 g)
for x, t ¥ R, p ¥ Ek, s−1, p1 ¥ Ek, s−1.
Let f=f0 é f1 be a C. vector of ys as in (4.19), and let u=u0 é u1 é uY
be a test function such that u0 ¥ C.c (R), u1 ¥ C.c (Pk, s−1/Dk, s−1 , qf˜),
uY ¥ C.c (R), where f˜=f˜k, s−1. By the hypothesis for s−1, we have
||sk, s−1f1 ||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1 [ c ||f1 ||P˘k, s−1 /B for some c > 0 independent of f1. Hence
we have
|Ik, sf, v |=: F
Pk, s /Dk, s
F
R
Js(t) D
−1/2
s, n (h(t)) f0(ts+t+x) qh(t) g · l(exp(−yYjs ))
·Oys−1(Yk, s−1(h(−t) ph(t)))−1 f1 , b s−1P
· u0(x) u1(p) uY(y) dt dx dms−1(p) dy :
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=: F
R
F
R
F
Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
Js(t) D
−1/2
s, n (h(t)) f0(ts+t+x) u0(x)
·Oys−1(Yk, s−1(p))−1 f1 , b s−1P uY5 (−h(t) g · l(Yjs ))
· u1(h(t) ph(−t)) DDk, s−1 , Pk, s−1 (h(t)) dms−1(p) dx dt:
[ F
R
F
R
|Js(t) D
−1/2
s, n (h(t)) f0(ts+t+x) u0(x) uY5 (−h(t) g · l(Yjs ))
·D1/2Dk, s−1 , Pk, s−1 (h(t))| ||s
k, s−1
f1
||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1 ||u1 ||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1 dx dt
[ F
R
|Js(t) D
−1/2
s, n (h(t)) uY5 (−h(t) g · l(Yjs )) D
1/2
Dk, s−1 , Pk, s−1 (h(t))| dt
· ||f0 ||R ||u0 ||R c ||f1 ||P˘k, s−1 /B ||u||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1 .
Recall that
h(t) g · l(Yjs )=˛ (e−t−1) Ls+g· l(Yjs ), Xs ¥ pk 0p −k, Yjs ¥ qk 0q −k2(e−t/2−1) Ls+g· l(Yjs ), Xs ¥ pk 0p −k, Yjs ¥ q −k
−tLs+g· l(Yjs ), Xs ¥ p
−
k,
where Ls=g· l([Xs , Yjs]) > 0, and tr addk, s−1 /dk, s (Xs)=1,
1
2 , 0 for the three
cases above, respectively (Remark 2.5). Thus we have
F
R
D−1Dk, s , Dk, s−1 (h(t)) |uY5(−h(t) gk · l(Yjs ))|
2 dt [ cŒ F
R
|uY5(t)|2 dt
with some cŒ ¥ R. Letting JD(t)=Js(t) D1/2Dk, s , Pk, s−1 (h(t)) D
−1/2
s, n (h(t)) for t ¥ R,
we find that JD is square integrable on R: by (4.11), we have
|JD(t)|=3e−Lst2−d(Xs) t (Xs ¥ p −k),
eLse−Ls e
−t−(Ls+N) t, or e4Lse−4Ls e
−t/2−(2Ls+N) t (Xs ¨ p −k),
where
N=d(Xs)−
1
2 (tr adpk, s−1 /dk, s (Xs)− tr adpk /pk, s (Xs))
\ d(Xs)− 12 tr adpk, s−1 /(d 5 pk, s)(Xs)
\ d(Xs)− 12 tr adpk−1 /(d 5 pk−1)(Xs) > 0
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by the property of d. Since Ls > 0 and N> 0, functions JD are square
integrable. Then we get
F
R
|Js(t) D
−1/2
s, n (h(t)) uY5 (−h(t) g · l(Yjs )) D
1/2
Dk, s−1 , Pk, s−1 (h(t))| dt
=F
R
|Js(t) D
−1/2
s, n (h(t)) D
1/2
Dk, s−1 , Pk, s−1 (h(t)) D
1/2
Dk, s , Dk, s−1 (h(t))
· (D−1/2Dk, s , Dk, s−1 (h(t)) uY5 (h(t) g · l(Yjs )))| dt
[ c1 ||JD||R ||uY ||R=c2 ||uY ||R
with some c1 , c2 ¥ R independent of uY. Thus we find c3 ¥ R with
|Ik, sf, v | [ c3 ||u0 ||R ||u||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1 ||uY ||R ||f0 ||R ||f1 ||P˘k, s−1 /B
=c3 ||u||Pk, s /Dk, s ||f||P˘k, s /B.
(ii) Suppose Xs ¥ E0d and pk, s−1 ^ … p −k. Then Xs ¥ p −k 5 [g, g], and
forX ¥ pk, s, we have [X, Xs] ¥ tr adPk, s /Pk, s−1 (X) Xs+pk−1 (=−
1
2 ak(X) Xs+
pk−1) and pzh(t)=h(tDs−1, s(p)) pz(t, p) h(−t) zh(t), where p ¥ Pk, s, z ¥ Pk−1,
t ¥ R, z(t, p) ¥ Pk−1. Thus we get
ys(Yk, s(h(x) pz))−1 f(t+ts , g
−1
k, s−1p1 g)
=D1/2s−1, s(p) ys−1(Yk, s−1(pz(t, p) h(−t) zh(t)))
−1 f(x+tDs−1, s(p)
+ts , g
−1
k, s−1p1 g).
Let us identify
Pk, s−1/Dk, s−1 4 (Pk, s−1/((D 5 Pk, s−1) Pk−1))×(Pk−1/(Dk, s−1 5 Pk−1))
by taking a cross Section p of Pk, s−1/((D 5 Pk, s−1) Pk−1). Let dmŒ and dmœ
be left invariant measures (or forms) on Pk, s−1/(D 5 Pk, s−1) Pk−1 and
Pk−1/(Dk, s−1 5 Pk−1) normalized by dms−1=dmŒ dmœ. Let u1 be a test
function such that u1=uŒ é uœ, where uŒ ¥ C.c (Pk, s−1/((D 5 Pk, s−1) Pk−1))
and uœ ¥ C.c (Pk−1/(Dk, s−1 5 Pk−1), qf˜). We write D˘s−1, s=DP˘k, s−1 , P˘k, s and
D˘k, n=DP˘k, s , Pk , and remark that OD˘
−1/2
s−1, sys−1(Yk, s−1(p))
−1 f1 , bs−1P=
Oys−1(Yk, s−1(p))−1 D˘
−1/2
s−1, sf1 , bs−1P D
1/2
s−1, s(p) for p ¥ Pk, s−1. Then, recalling
that |Js(t)|=e−Lst
2/2, Ls > 0, and letting h(t) g · l(Yjs )=−tL1+L2 (L1 , L2 ¥ R
since Xs ¥ p −k), we have
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|Ik, sf, u |=: F
Pk, s /Dk, s
F
R
Js(t) D
1/2
s−1, s(p) f0(Ds−1, s(p) t+x+ts)
·OD˘−1s−1, sD˘
−1/2
s, n ys−1(Yk, s−1(pz(t, p) h(−t) zh(t)))
−1 f1 , b s−1P
·qh(t) g · l(exp(−yYjs )) u0(x) uŒ(p) uœ(z) uY(y) D−1s−1, s(p)
· dt dx dms−1(p, z) dy :
=: F
Pk, s /Dk, s−1
F
R
Js(t) f0(Ds−1, s(p) t+x+ts) uY5(tL1−L2))
·OD˘−1/2s−1, nys−1(Yk, s−1(pz))
−1 D˘−1/2s−1, sf1 , b
s−1P
· u0(x) uŒ(p) uz(h(t) z(t, p)−1 zh(−t)) dt dx dmŒ(p) dmœ :
[ ||f0 ||R ||u0 ||R F
R
|Js(t) uY5 (tL1−L2)| FF
Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
|sk, s−1
D˘
−1/2
s−1, s f1
(pz)|
· |uŒ(p) uœ(h(t) z(t, p)−1 zh(−t))| dmœ(z) dmŒ(p) dt
[ ||f0 ||R ||u0 ||R F
R
|Js(t) uY5 (tL1−L2)| ||s
k, s−1
D˘
−1/2
s−1, sf1
||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
·1FFPk, s−1 /Dk, s−1 |uŒ(p) uœ(h(t) zh(−t))|2 dmœ(z) dmŒ(p)21/2 dt
=F
R
|Js(t) uY5 (tL1−L2)| dt ||f0 ||R ||s
k, s−1
D˘
−1/2
s−1, sf1
||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
· ||u0 ||R ||uŒ é uœ||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
[ c1 ||Js ||R ||uY ||R ||f0 ||R ||D−1/2s−1, sf1 ||P˘k, s−1 /B ||u0 ||R ||uŒ é uœ||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
=c2 ||f||Pk, s /B ||u||Pk, s /Dk, s ,
where c1 , c2 > 0 independent of f and u.
We next treat cases (iii) and (iv): suppose Xs ¥ d 5 pk ( … p −k). Recall that
we may also assume that Xs ¥ [g, g]. Let f=f0 é f1 be as above, and
u=u1 é uY be a test function such that u1 ¥ C.c (Pk, s−1/Dk, s−1 , qf˜),
uY ¥ C.c (R). Then we have
Ik, sf, u=F
Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
F
R
sk, sf (p exp(yYjs )) u(p, y) dms−1(p) dy.
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(iii) Suppose Xs ¥ d and pk, s−1 … p −k. Let f=f0 é f1 and u=u1 é uY
be as above. Then we get ||sk, s−1f1 ||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1 [ c1 ||f1 ||Pk, s−1 /B by the
hypothesis. Recalling that |Js(t)|=1, we have
|Ik, sf, u |=: F
Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
F
R
F
R
Oys−1(Yk, s−1(h(−t) ph(t)))−1 f1 , b s−1P
·Js(t) f0(t+ts) qh(t) g · l(exp(−yYjs )) u1(p) uY(y) dy dms−1(p) dt :
=: F
Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
F
R
Oys−1(Yk, s−1(p))−1 f1 , b s−1P
·Js(t) f0(t+ts) u1(h(t) ph(−t)) uY5 (−h(t) g · l(Yjs )) dms−1(p) dt :
[ F
R
|f0(t+ts) uY5 (−tg · l([Xs , Yjs])+l(Yjs ))| dt
· ||s s−1f1 ||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1 ||u1 ||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
[ c ||f0 ||R ||uY ||R ||f1 ||Pk, s−1 /B ||u1 ||Pk, s−1 /Dk, s−1
=c ||f||Pk, s /B ||u||Pk, s /Dk, s ,
where c > 0 is independent of f and u.
(iv) Suppose Xs ¥ d and pk, s−1 ^ … p −k. Let u1=uŒ é uœ as in case (ii).
Then we can deduce an inequality |Ik, sf, u | [ c ||f||Pk, s /B ||u||Pk, s /Dk, s , where c > 0
is independent of f and u, by the similar way in case (ii).
We can verify that the mapping fW sk, sf is non-zero by using similar
arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.4.
Case 1.2. We next suppose E 5 pk … p −k. By taking a subalgebra
wk … pk such thatpk=wk À ((E 5 pk)+pk−1),wehavePk=exp wk exp(RXn)
· · · exp(RX1) Pk.s−1. Let pk, s=RXs À · · · À RX1 À pk−1, 1 [ s [ n, pk, n+1=
pk, and Pk, s=exp pk, s (1 [ s [ n+1). According to the sequence of
subgroups Pk, s, we can use the previous arguments with some modifica-
tions: describing pk=h1 · · · hnwk, where hs=exp(tsXs) (1 [ s [ n) and
wk ¥ exp wk, let gk, 0=gk, gk, s=h−1s gk, s−1=hs+1 · · · hnwk gk+1 for 1 [ s [ n,
and gk, n+1=gk+1. Letting p˘k, s=g
−1
k, s ·pk, s, P˘k, s=exp p˘k, s and ys=ind
P˘k, s
B ql
for 1 [ s [ n+1, define a distribution b s on P˘k, s/B as (4.12). Note that
DPk, s , Pk=1 on Pk, s and DPk, s−1 , Pk, s=1 on Pk, s−1 (1 [ s [ n+1). For each
1 [ s [ n+1, we can find that the same statement as in Claim (k, s) is valid
by similar estimates before. Claim (k) is given by the statement for
s=n+1.
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Case 2. Suppose that d 5 pk ^ … p −k. Then (d 5 pk)+pk−1=(E 5 pk)+
pk−1. Taking a subalgebra wk … g (k)0 5 p −k such that pk=wk À ((d 5 pk)+
pk−1), and a supplementary basis {X1 , ..., Xn} to d 5 pk−1 in d 5 pk such
that Xi ¥ p −k for 1 [ i [ n−1, we have pk=wh, where w ¥ exp wk and
h ¥ exp(RX1) · · · exp(RXn). Let gk, 0=w−1gk=hgk+1, pk, 0=wk+pk−1,Pk, 0=
exp pk, 0, P˘k, 0=g
−1
k, 0Pk, 0 gk, 0, and Ek, 0=Ek 5 Pk, 0=Ek−1. Let y0=ind P˘k, 0B ql
and pk=ind
Pk
P˘k, 0
y0. Concerning y0, we can use the arguments in Case 1.1
(k=0). As (4.12), define a distribution b0 by
Ob0, fP=F
Ek, 0 /(gBg
−1 5 Ek, 0)
h(p1) f(g
−1
k, 0p1 g) dm
g
0(p1)
for f ¥ C.c (P˘k, 0/B, ql), taking an Ek, 0-invariant measure dmg0 on Ek, 0/
(gBg−1 5 Ek, 0). We also define a function sk, 0f on Pk, 0 by
sk, 0f (p)=Of, y0(g
−1
k, 0pgk, 0) b
0P, p ¥ Pk, 0.
Then, as in Case 1.1, we find that sk, 0f is an element of Hrk, 0=
L2(Pk, 0/Dk, 0 , qf˜) of an induced representation rk, 0=ind
Pk, 0
Dk, 0 qf˜, where
dk, 0=(d 5 pk, 0)+qk)=dk−1, Dk, 0=exp dk, 0=Dk−1, f˜=f˜k, 0 ¥ dgk, 0 such
that f˜|d 5 pk, 0=f and f˜ | qk=g· l. Furthermore, we have that the mapping
fW sk, 0f is a non-zero bounded intertwining operator of rk, 0 and y0 pYk, 0,
where Yk, 0 : Pk, 0 Q P˘k, 0, Yk, 0(x)=g
−1
k, 0xgk, 0 (x ¥ Pk, 0); there exists c1 > 0
such that ||sk, 0f ||Pk, 0 /Dk, 0 [ c1 ||f||P˘k, 0 /B.
Now, we have
Pk/B=exp(Rg
−1
k, 0 ·Xn) · · · exp(Rg
−1
k, 0 ·X1) P˘k, 0/B.
We identify Rn and Pk/P˘k, 0 by Rn ¦ x=(x1 , ..., xn)WYk, 0(h(x)), where
h(x)=exp(xnXn) · · · exp(x1X1). Taking a Lebesgue measure dx=dx1 · · · dxn
on Rn, normalize left invariant measures dmPk , B and dmP˘k, 0 , B by dmPk , B=
dx dmP˘k, 0 , B. Let yk=R-span{Yj; Yj ¥ qk 0((d 5 qk)+qk+1)}, and identify
yk 4 exp yk 4 exp qk/exp(dk 5 qk) 4 Dk, 0/(Dk 5 Pk−1),
Pk/Dk 4 Pk, 0/(Dk 5 Pk−1) 4 (Pk, 0/Dk, 0)×yk
taking a cross Section p of Pk, 0/Dk−1, and left invariant measures
(or forms) dmk=dmPk , Dk , dm0=dmPk, 0 , Dk, 0 and a Lebesgue measure dmy=
dmy(Y)=dY on y normalized by dmk=dm0 dmy.
Letf=f0 é f1 ¥H.pk such thatf0 ¥ C.c (Pk/P˘k, 0) andf1 ¥ C.c (P˘k, 0/B, ql),
and let u=u1 é uY such that u1 ¥ C.c (Pk, 0/Dk, 0 , qf˜k, 0 ) and uY ¥ C.c (y). Then
denoting Ikf, u=>Pk /Dk skf u¯ dmk, we have
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|Ikf, u |=: F
Pk, 0 /Dk, 0
F
y
Opk(Yk(p exp Y))−1 f, akP u(p, Y) dm0(p) dY :
=: F
Pk, 0 /Dk, 0
F
y
F
R
n
h(h(x)) f0(Yk, 0(hh(x))) qg · l(h(x)−1 exp(−Y) h(x))
·sk, 0f1 (h(x)
−1 ph(x)) u(p, Y) dx dm0(p) dY :
=: F
Pk, 0 /Dk, 0
F
R
n
h(h(x)) uY5 (−h(x) g · l|y)
·f0(Yk, 0(hh(x))) DDk, 0 , Pk, 0 (h(x))
·sk, 0f1 (p) u1(h(x) ph(x)
−1) dx dm0(p) :
[ ||sk, 0f1 ||Pk, 0 /Dk, 0 ||u1 ||Pk, 0 /Dk, 0
·F
R
n
|h(h(x)) uY5 (−h(x) g · l|y) f0(Yk, 0(hh(x))) D
1/2
Dk, 0 , Pk, 0 (h(x))| dx.
Here uY5 is a function on y* defined by uY5(m)=>y uY(Y) qm(exp Y) dY,
m ¥ y*. Regarding y* as ((dk 5 qk) ++f)|qk , we have a smooth mapping
(d 5 pk)/(d 5 pk−1)( 4 Rn) ¦ xW w(x)=h(x) g · l|qk ¥ y*, which diffeomor-
phically maps Rn onto an open subset U of y*. On the other hand, we note
that |h(h(x))|=D−1/2Dk , Pk (h(x))=D
−1/2
Dk 5 Pk−1 , Pk, 0 (h(x)) and that D
1/2
Dk, 0 , Pk, 0 (h(x))
|h(h(x))|=D−1/2Dk 5 Pk−1 , Dk−1 (h(x))=D
−1/2
exp(dk 5 qk), exp qk (h(x)). Since dw(x)=Lw
D−1exp(dk 5 qk), exp qk (h(x)) dx, with some constant Lw > 0, we have
F
R
n
|h(h(x)) uY5 (−h(x) g · l|y) f0(Yk, 0(hh(x))) D
1/2
Dk−1 , Pk, 0 (h(x))| dx
=F
R
n
|uY5(−w(x)) D
−1/2
exp(dk 5 qk), exp qk (h(x)) f0(Yk, 0(hh(x)))| dx
[ L−1/2w 1F
U
|uY5(−w)|2 dw21/2 ||f0 ||Rn
[ c0 ||uY ||y ||f0 ||Rn
with some constant c0 > 0. Therefore, we find
|Ikf, u | [ c ||f1 ||Pk, 0 /B ||u1 ||Pk, 0 /Dk, 0 ||f0 ||Rn ||uY ||y=c ||f||Pk /B ||u||Pk /Dk
with some constant c > 0. It is verified as in Proposition 3.4 that the
mapping fW skf is non-zero.
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This proves the claim for k, and implies that each g ¥S+(G · l) gives a
non-zero bounded intertwining operator Rg. We have supp(ag) …
exp(E+p0) g by the definition of ag (4.4). Recalling that subsets
exp(E+p0) g, g ¥S+(G · l), are mutually disjoint (Section 2), we have that
Rg, g ¥S+(G · l), are linearly independent. L
Example 4.4. (1) Let g=R x n3=R-span{T, X, Y, Z} be the semi-
direct product of the Heisenberg algebra n3=R-span{X, Y, Z} by R with
the non-trivial bracket relations [T, X]=X, [T, Y]=Y, [T, Z]=2Z,
[X, Y]=Z. Letting J be the linear map on g defined by J(T)=−12 Z,
J(X)=−Y, J(Y)=X, J(Z)=2T, and l ¥ g* be l=−Z*, where
{T*, X*, Y*, Z*} be the dual basis of g*, we have that (g, J, l) is a normal
j-algebra of rank 1. Let G be the connected and simply connected Lie
group with Lie algebra g. Then there are two open orbits in g*: O+=
G·Z*={l ¥ g*; l(Z) > 0} and O−=G·(−Z*)={l ¥ g*; l(Z) < 0}.
Let h=CT À C(X+`−1 Y) and f=Z*. Then h is a positive weak
polarization at f; h+h¯=CT À CX À CY is not a subalgebra. We have
d=RT, and by the condition (0.4) of d ¥ E*, we have d(X)=d(Y)=0
and d(T)=2, which uniquely determine d. We find E ++f=RZ* and
(E ++f)+={zZ*; z > 0}=exp(RT) ·Z*. Thus we have r(h, f, d)=p(O+).
(2) Let g be the ten dimensional Lie algebra having a basis
{Ti , Ui , Xk , Yk; i=1, 2, 3, k=1, 2} with the following non-trivial bracket
relations:
[T3 , X2]=
1
2 X2 , [T3 , X1]=
1
2 X1 , [T3 , Y2]=
1
2 Y2 , [T3 , Y1]=
1
2 Y1 ,
[T3 , U3]=U3 , [T2 , X2]=−
1
2 X2 , [T2 , Y2]=
1
2 Y2 , [T2 , U2]=U2 ,
[T1 , X1]=−
1
2 X1 , [T1 , Y1]=
1
2 Y1 , [T1 , U1]=U1 ,
[X2 , Y2]=U3 , [X2 , U2]=Y2 , [X1 , Y1]=U3 , [X1 , U1]=Y1.
Then the nilradical is n=R-span{X1 , X2 , Y1 , Y2 , U1 , U2 , U3}. Let J be
the linear map on g defined by J(Ti)=Ui, J(Ui)=−Ti, (i=1, 2, 3),
J(Xk)=Yk, J(Yk)=−Xk, (k=1, 2), and let l=−U
g
1 −U
g
2 −U
g
3 , where
{Tgi , U
g
i , X
g
k , Y
g
k ; i=1, 2, 3, k=1, 2} is the dual basis of g*. Then (g, J, l)
is a normal j-algebra of rank 3.
Let h=CT3 À C(X2+`−1 Y2) À C(T2+`−1 U2) À CT1 À CU1, and
f=Ug3+U
g
2+Y
g
1 . Then h is a positive weak polarization at f; h+h¯ is not
a Lie subalgebra. We have d=RT3 À RT1 À RU1, E ++f=RUg3+RYg1+
RXg1+U
g
2 , (E
++f)+={l ¥ E ++f; l(U3) > 0}. Since (E ++f)+ 5 G·f=
{l ¥ (E ++f)+; l(Y1) ] 0}=D·f 2 D exp(2X1) ·f, we find m(G·f)=2,
and the other open orbits do not intersect (E ++f)+. Thus if d ¥ E*
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satisfies d(T2) \ 3/4, d(T1)=0, d(T3)=3/2, d|n 5 E=0, then r(h, f, d) is a
direct sum of the irreducible representation p(G ·f) of G with the mul-
tiplicity 2: r(h, f, d)=p(G ·f) À p(G ·f).
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